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Two broad absorption features were discovered in the Chandra/ACIS spectrum of the isolated neutron
star 1E1207.4-5209 (Sanwal et al. 2002). Expanding on our previous paper (Hailey & Mori 2002),
we describe the atomic physics methodology which leads to the identification of this neutron star’s
atmospheric composition. The solution of Schro¨dinger’s equation in an intense magnetic field combined
with simple atomic physics arguments leads to simultaneous determination of magnetic field strength,
atmospheric elements and gravitational redshift. This determination does not require a solution to the
equations of radiative transfer. Atomic physics arguments alone establish that the absorption features
must be due to atomic transitions from He-like Oxygen or Neon at B ∼ 1012 G, comparable to the
magnetic field strength independently derived from the neutron star spin parameters. This result is
robust to a surprising number of poorly understood atomic physics effects which might have served to
compromise it. Further constraints on the atmosphere, as well as the neutron star equation of state,
can be inferred if the mass of neutron stars is <∼ 1.7M as recent theoretical studies suggested. In that
case Neon is ruled out, and the neutron star atmosphere is unambiguously Oxygen. Furthermore, under
the assumption that the neutron star mass is near the canonical value of 1.4M, the corresponding
gravitational redshift for the Oxygen atmosphere constrains the equation of state of the interior of
1E1207.4-5209 to be quite stiff.
Subject headings: atomic processes – magnetic fields – stars: neutron – equation of state – individual:
1E1207.4-5209
1. introduction
The ultimate goal of neutron star (NS) physics is to
probe the equation of state (EOS) of superdense matter.
There have been various observational efforts (van Kerk-
wijk 2001) but one of the most effective approaches is the
observation of isolated neutron stars (INS). An INS surface
is visible without being obscured by strong emission from
an accretion disk. Information about the NS interior can
be deduced from the thermal spectrum because this spec-
trum can be utilized to determine the mass-radius relation
and the NS cooling curve. Various nuclear EOS based
on QCD calculations predict different NS cooling curves
(Tsuruta et al. 2002) and mass-radius relations (Lattimer
& Prakash 2001). These approaches require X-ray spec-
troscopy of the thermal emission from the surface since
observable NSs have surface temperatures ∼ 0.1–1 keV.
In anticipation of high resolution spectroscopy by Chan-
dra and XMM-Newton, spectral features have been pro-
posed as excellent diagnostics to determine NS parame-
ters such as magnetic field strength and gravitational red-
shift. However, previous observations of INS by Chandra
and XMM-Newton have disappointingly shown no spec-
tral feature (refer to Pavlov et al. (2002a) and Becker &
Aschenbach (2002) for reviews on the previous Chandra
and XMM-Newton observations respectively). Neverthe-
less, several approaches have helped elucidate properties of
NS. A fit to featureless NS spectra by a reliable hydrogen
atmosphere model yielded reasonable parameters, indicat-
ing the presence of Hydrogen on the NS surface (Pavlov
et al. 2002a). Transiently accreting NS in quiescence are
used for measuring NS radii by applying non-magnetic hy-
drogen atmosphere models (Rutledge et al. 2001). Recent
Chandra observations of NS cooling curves have led to
speculation that exotic cooling processes may be opera-
tive in the NS core (Slane et al. 2002).
A point source, 1E1207.4-5209, was discovered near the
center of the supernova remnant PKS 1209-51 by the Ein-
stein observatory (Helfand & Becker 1984). ROSAT and
ASCA observations revealed the spectrum is thermal with
a temperature ∼ 106 K (Vasisht et al. 1997; Zavlin et al.
1998) but no counterpart has been found at other wave-
lengths yet (Mereghetti et al. 1996). A large fx/fopt ratio
along with a thermal spectrum indicated that 1E1207.4-
5209 is an INS (Bignami et al. 1992). Failure to detect
radio emission (Mereghetti et al. 1996) classified 1E1207.4-
5209 as a radio-quiet NS, one of a new and growing class
of NSs (Caraveo et al. 1996; Brazier & Johnston 1999). HI
observations suggested its association with the supernova
remnant PKS 1209-51 (Giacani et al. 2000).
Recent detection of a pulsation period (P = 0.424 s)
by Chandra provides compelling evidence that 1E1207.4-
5209 is a NS (Zavlin et al. 2000). Two years of subsequent
Chandra observations have determined the spin deriva-
tive, yielding a surface magnetic field B = (2–4)× 1012 G
(Pavlov et al. 2002b) and this result was later confirmed
by an XMM-Newton observation (Mereghetti et al. 2002).
However, most strikingly, Sanwal et al. (2002) discov-
ered absorption features in 1E1207.4-5209. Discovery of
the two unambiguous absorption features is the first evi-
dence of a non-hydrogenic NS atmosphere (Sanwal et al.
2002) and provides a unique opportunity to use spec-
troscopy to constrain NS parameters. Sanwal et al. (2002)
propose the features are due to singly-ionized Helium ions
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cantly larger than that derived from the timing analysis,
but they argued that this could be due to a dipole field
off-centered to ∼ 3 km below the surface. Mereghetti
et al. (2002) confirmed the two features in the XMM-
Newton/EPIC spectrum and indicated presence of sub-
structure in one of the features. They proposed an Iron
atmosphere at B ∼ 1012 G although they did not fit their
data to a model. Xu et al. (2002) claimed that the features
are two electron cyclotron lines at B ∼ 1011 G.
In our previous paper (Hailey & Mori 2002) we proposed
that the spectral features are atomic transitions from mid-
atomic-number ions in the atmosphere at B ∼ 1012 G.
The present paper explains in more detail how we con-
strained the NS atmosphere parameter space based on
output from the Schro¨dinger equation and simple atomic
physics arguments relevant to strongly-magnetized dense
plasmas. Chandra/ACIS data reveal the location, depth
and width of the absorption features. In general, the loca-
tion of atomic features from NS atmospheres depends on
magnetic field strength (B), element (Z), ionization state
(ne), gravitational redshift (z) and plasma density (ρ) in a
complicated manner. It may not look possible to constrain
these four or five parameters from the two observed spec-
tral features. Nevertheless, the Chandra data along with
detailed arguments related to atomic structure in strong
magnetic fields severely constrain the NS atmospheric pa-
rameters.
Transition energies as a function of magnetic field, ele-
ment and ionization state are the immediate output from
the Schro¨dinger equation and these energies are not al-
tered by radiative transfer effects. Gravitational redshift
is separately determined from the other parameters when
we consider the two feature’s energy ratio, because the red-
shift lowers spectral feature energy linearly by a factor of
(1+z). The depth of atomic features is predicted by oscil-
lator strengths and level population. Oscillator strengths
are directly calculated by our atomic code, while we as-
sumed simple and plausible physics arguments (e.g. LTE
conditions) to estimate level population for a given ioniza-
tion state. We also attempt to constrain the dominant line
broadening mechanism from the measured feature widths.
For some of the cases considered here, information on the
line widths helps to check the plausibility of the models.
Our approach is to utilize a novel atomic code that we
recently developed for the specific purpose of identifying
atomic features in NS spectra (Mori & Hailey 2002). The
code calculates transition energies and oscillator strengths
for arbitrary atom, ion, electron configuration and mag-
netic field in the high magnetic field regime which includes
all cases considered here. We predict the strong transitions
allowable in the X-ray band in order to identify the two
observed features, as well as other weaker transition lines
possibly blended in the observed features.
This approach is robust and independent of complica-
tions associated with radiative transfer in the NS atmo-
sphere, and has been used in conventional absorption spec-
troscopy of stellar objects. We also considered other pos-
sibilities such as pure cyclotron line cases or admixture
cases of atomic transitions and cyclotron lines. As a re-
sult of searching over the large parameter space relevant to
1E1207.4-5209, we found that the two absorption features
are surprisingly constraining and all our models indicate
mid-Z elements (Hailey & Mori 2002). The most plausible
scenario is that the observed features are due to absorp-
tion lines from He-like Oxygen or Neon ions. Our solution
also determines the magnetic field strength (independently
of the pulsar timing parameters) and the gravitational red-
shift. This in turn has implications for the neutron star
physics, especially the equation of state, as discussed later.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. In §2
we present our analysis of Chandra/ACIS data along with
model fits. In §3 we describe our approach to the NS atmo-
sphere problem and contrast it with previous approaches.
We discuss some issues related to the atomic spectroscopy
of strongly-magnetized dense plasmas in §4. Then we de-
scribe the specific procedures for constraining the param-
eter space of the NS atmosphere and how we reached our
conclusions in §5. In §6 we investigate ionization balance
in strongly-magnetized dense plasma to probe the den-
sity and temperature range where our proposed He-like
ions are a dominant ion species. Other minor effects and
potential line blending, although not affecting our results
significantly, are discussed in §7. We also predict other
transition lines potentially detectable by high resolution
grating spectroscopy on Chandra and XMM-Newton. In
§8 we critically analyze the other proposed explanations.
In §9 we summarize our results.
2. observation and data analysis
We analyzed archived Chandra data taken on Jan 5,
2000. 1E1207.4-5209 was observed by the ACIS-S instru-
ment in Continuous Clock (CC) mode. A one-dimensional
image of the object is obtained in CC mode. We ex-
tracted spectra from the central source within 2 arcsec
radius. Such a region includes more than 90% of the PSF
from the central source. The background spectrum was
taken from a 2 arcsec circular region, 10 arcsec away from
the central source. The background-subtracted count rate
from the central source was 0.757±0.005 cts/s. The CCD
background rate becomes dominant over the source rate
above 3 keV. Therefore, we confined our spectral analy-
sis to the energy range of E = 0.2–3 keV. We rebinned
the ACIS spectrum so that each bin contained at least 20
counts. Throughout our spectral analysis, we used CIAO
2.2.1 and XSPEC 11.1.0.
2.1. Phase-averaged spectral analysis
First, we fit the spectrum by continuum models (black-
body, power-law or combination of them). None of these
models fit the spectrum adequately (χ2ν > 4) due to the
two prominent absorption features around 0.7 and 1.4 keV
(Figure 1). These deviations from a blackbody spectrum
were also observed in the XMM-Newton data (Mereghetti
et al. 2002). Although a potential 3rd feature around 2 keV
was claimed by Sanwal et al. (2002) and Mereghetti et al.
(2002), we did not find any significant deviations from a
blackbody spectrum. We observed small wiggles between
1.9 and 2 keV at the 2 sigma level and the wiggles were
narrower than the instrumental energy resolution. Never-
theless, we consider the case of the three spectral features
in §5.3.
We fit the spectrum with two models: blackbody with
two absorption edges (edge model) and blackbody with
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line profiles (Gaussian and Lorentzian) for the line model.
χ2ν reduced to ∼ 1 for all three models (table 1). Since sta-
tistically there is no favored model among the three mod-
els, hereafter we consider both the line and edge model.
These absorption features could be due to intervening
material in the supernova remnant or interstellar medium.
However, there is almost no emission in the vicinity of the
pulsar as was confirmed by ROSAT and ASCA (Zavlin
et al. 1998). It also requires unreasonably large abundance
of rare neutral atoms to explain the features (Sanwal et al.
2002). Modulation of the absorption features at different
pulsation phase periods observed in XMM-Newton data
(Mereghetti et al. 2002) is also evidence for NS origin of
the features.
In all three models, the fitted depths are almost the same
for both features. On the other hand, when the spectrum
is fitted by the line models (both Gaussian and Lorentzian
model), the 0.7 keV feature has larger width (hereafter we
refer feature widths to ∆E/E where ∆E is the full width
at half maximum) than the 1.4 keV feature, while the edge
widths are almost the same for both features. Later in §5,
we will probe NS atmosphere parameters based on the
measured location, depth and width of the absorption fea-
tures summarized in table 1.
2.2. Phase-resolved spectral analysis
We performed phase-resolved spectral analysis to search
for a phase-dependence in the absorption features.
Mereghetti et al. (2002) reported modulation of a spectral
feature at different pulsation phases in the XMM-Newton
data. More specifically, they claimed that a feature at 1.4
keV was significantly suppressed at certain phase close to
the peak of the pulse profile. However our phase-resolved
analysis of Chandra/ACIS spectra did not confirm this
modulation of spectral features. Hereafter we summarize
our analysis of Chandra/ACIS data.
For timing analysis we extracted the same source region
as for the spectral analysis. We corrected photon arrival
times to the barycentric system by the CIAO command
AXBARY and folded the photons by the period and spin
derivative obtained by Pavlov et al. (2002b). Figure 3
shows a pulse profile with sinusoidal shape. The pulsed
fraction is 6.2± 2.3 %.
We extracted spectra from several different phases. Fig-
ure 4 shows spectra for four phase intervals. There was
no significant change in temperature compared with the
phase-averaged spectrum. At phase φ = 0.4–0.6 (corre-
sponding to the minimum in the folded lightcurve), a fit
by both the line and edge model is not as good (χ2ν = 1.5)
as at other phases due to several small wiggles in the 0.7
keV feature. These wiggles could be due to statistical fluc-
tuations, since they are narrower than the instrumental
energy resolution.
In addition, we did not find significant changes in the ab-
sorption features at different pulsation phases as reported
by Mereghetti et al. (2002). Chandra/ACIS data did not
show suppression of the 1.4 keV feature at a phase inter-
val close to the peak of the pulsation profile; both features
are present in all the phases. This discrepancy could be
associated with the difference in the energy-resolved pulse
profiles between the Chandra and XMM-Newton data as
pointed out by Mereghetti et al. (2002). Detailed compar-
ison of the two data sets will be required to resolve this
issue.
We note that phase-dependence of thermal spectra re-
flects the geometry of the emission region such as mag-
netic field configuration or temperature variations on the
surface (Zavlin et al. 1995). To our knowledge, most of the
previous atmosphere models dealt with local atmosphere
properties. We emphasize here that the clear detection of
the spectral features is our main concern since we are able
to deduce NS atmosphere parameters such as surface el-
ement, magnetic field strength and gravitational redshift
from the measured quantities in the phase-averaged spec-
tral analysis. We note that we measure geometry-averaged
magnetic field strengths from the phase-averaged spectral
analysis. Spectral parameters of the absorption features in
our analysis do not differ for different pulsation phases. In
addition, our analysis of the measured line widths suggests
that surface magnetic fields do not vary enough to change
any of our conclusions here (§4.1.6 and §5.1.6). Therefore,
we confine the following discussion to phase-averaged spec-
tral analysis and we leave more detailed phase-resolved
spectroscopy to future work when more sophisticated at-
mosphere models including NS geometry become available.
3. atomic spectroscopy approach to neutron
star atmosphere
3.1. General properties of neutron star atmospheres
In principle, the thermal spectrum from a NS is never
a blackbody. The atmosphere modifies the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) and results in the formation of
features in the photospheric spectrum. However, the pres-
ence of extreme physical conditions such as strong gravity
and strong magnetic fields make NS atmospheres quite dif-
ferent from normal stars and white dwarfs.
Since gravitational acceleration on the surface is very
strong (g ∼ 1014–1015 cm s−2 for typical NS masses), grav-
itational stratification forces the lightest element to the
top of the atmosphere on a time scale of 1–100 s (Al-
cock & Illarionov 1980). Only ∼ 1014 g of material is
sufficient to produce an optical depth of unity in the X-
ray band (Romani 1987). Therefore, a single element is
likely to be responsible for photon reprocessing in the at-
mosphere. However, a mixture of different elements can be
maintained in the photosphere when the accretion rate is
faster than stratification rate (van Kerkwijk 2001; Zavlin
& Pavlov 2002). We consider the admixture atmosphere
case elsewhere in the paper.
Previously there have been intensive efforts to model
NS atmospheres. In general, atmosphere models are con-
structed in the parameter space of magnetic field strength
(B), surface element (Z), effective temperature (Teff ) and
gravitational acceleration (g) (Becker & Pavlov 2002). Lo-
cal plasma properties in the atmosphere depend on local
temperature (T ) and density (ρ) at each layer. Temper-
ature and density profiles (i.e. T (τ) and ρ(τ) where τ is
optical depth) are determined by solving radiative transfer
equations iteratively.
Conventionally, NS atmospheres models are divided into
two classes. Non-magnetic atmosphere models assuming
B = 0 are applicable to NS with B < 109 G, such as milli-
second pulsars (Zavlin et al. 2002) and accreting NS (Rut-
4ledge et al. 1999). At B < 109 G, atomic data for B = 0
case are sufficiently accurate since magnetic field effects
do not perturb atomic structure significantly (more de-
tails will be discussed in §4.1). Sophisticated non-magnetic
atmosphere models have been constructed for various at-
mosphere compositions by implementing reliable opacity
libraries (Zavlin et al. 1996; Rajagopal & Romani 1996;
Ga¨nsicke et al. 2002).
On the other hand, strongly-magnetized NS atmo-
spheres have B > 109 G. Modeling magnetic NS atmo-
spheres is significantly more difficult because of compli-
cated magnetic effects on atomic structure and photon
propagation (refer to Lai (2001) for review). Hereafter
we discuss magnetized atmosphere models since 1E1207.4-
5209 possesses a strong magnetic field, as suggested by the
measured spin parameters (Pavlov et al. 2002b).
3.2. Previous approach: Hydrogen atmosphere and
spectral energy distribution
We summarize previous efforts to model NS atmo-
spheres in order to illustrate our approach, discussed in
the subsequent section.
3.2.1. Hydrogen atmosphere
Hydrogen atmosphere models have been intensively
studied, motivated by reasons both theoretical and ob-
servational. First of all, only a tiny amount of Hydrogen
in the atmosphere constitutes an optically-thick layer and
heavier elements sink due to gravitational stratification.
Several INS show evidence of photospheric Hydrogen, con-
firmed by Hydrogen atmosphere model fits to data with
reasonable parameters (Pavlov et al. 2002a). In contrast,
non-hydrogenic atmosphere models have not been well-
developed mainly due to complications associated with
magnetic field effects on multi-electron atoms.
Most of the previous atmosphere models assumed fully-
ionized Hydrogen and Helium in which case the models
reduce to solving radiative transfer equations with free-
free opacity and electron scattering (Shibanov et al. 1992).
Several recent models for fully-ionized atmospheres imple-
mented QED effects or nuclear cyclotron lines for NSs with
B ≥ 1014 G (O¨zel 2001; Ho & Lai 2001; Zane et al. 2001).
However, fully-ionized atmosphere models apply only
to high temperature and low magnetic field cases (espe-
cially for heavier elements) since the degree of ionization
decreases as the electron binding energy is enhanced by
a strong magnetic field. More elaborate models would
take into account opacities of bound-bound and bound-free
transitions. Such efforts have been undertaken for Hydro-
gen atmospheres since reliable atomic data and opacity
tables are available with full inclusion of various physi-
cal effects peculiar to strongly-magnetized dense plasmas
(Pavlov et al. 1995; Potekhin et al. 1999).
On the observational side, Hydrogen atmosphere mod-
els successfully fit X-ray spectra of the Vela pulsar yield-
ing reasonable parameters (Pavlov et al. 2001). The lack
of spectral features is indicative of a hydrogen atmosphere
(Pavlov et al. 2001) and has also constrained the magnetic
field of the radio-quiet NS RXJ 0720.4-3125 due to an ab-
sence of cyclotron lines (Paerels et al. 2001). However,
it is not clear whether the absence of spectral features
is due to significant line broadening effects in the spec-
trum integrated over the surface. For instance, INS RXJ
1856.5-3754 shows a featureless thermal spectrum, while
light element atmospheres are excluded by the SED analy-
sis (Pons et al. 2002). Also, a fit to the featureless thermal
spectrum of the pulsar B0656+14 gives an unreasonably
large radius for the NS (Marshall & Schulz 2002). Zavlin &
Pavlov (2002) and O¨zel & Psaltis (2003) pointed out that
line blurring due to fast rotation of milli-second pulsars
may smooth out distinct spectral features.
Hydrogen atmospheres might show spectral features in
the soft X-ray band such as proton cyclotron lines at
B ∼ 1014–1015 G or a photo-absorption edge at B ∼ 1012–
1015 G (Pavlov et al. 1995). However, recent studies indi-
cate that these features are unlikely to be observed. The
photo-absorption edge is significantly broadened due to
motional Stark effects and pressure broadening (Pavlov &
Potekhin 1995). Ion cyclotron lines may not be observable
due to the vacuum polarization effects (Ho & Lai 2003).
3.2.2. Spectral energy distribution
All the previous X-ray observation of INS, even with
high energy resolution grating data aboard Chandra and
XMM-Newton, did not show any spectral feature. Major
efforts have been focused on modeling the SED to deter-
mine atmospheric composition (Pavlov et al. 1996). In
particular, multi-wavelength spectral fitting is a powerful
tool since Hydrogen atmosphere models predict orders of
magnitude higher optical flux compared to a blackbody
spectrum or heavy element atmospheres (Pavlov et al.
1996). This approach requires a full solution of the ra-
diative transfer problem in the NS atmosphere.
Atmospheric effects modify the SED depending on at-
mospheric composition. In light element atmospheres free-
free opacity dominates in the X-ray band. Since cross
sections of free-free absorption have a strong energy de-
pendence, the emergent spectrum is harder than a black-
body. Accordingly, a fit by light element atmosphere mod-
els yields lower temperatures and a larger emission re-
gion compared to a blackbody fit. On the other hand,
heavy element atmospheres such as Iron have an SED close
to blackbody with numerous spectral features (Rajagopal
et al. 1997).
The SED approach has been applied to the nearest INS,
RXJ 1856.5-3754 since both optical and X-ray data are
available. A recent deep Chandra observation of 450 ks
with the LETGS instrument did not show any spectral
features. Also, no pulsation was found setting stringent
upper limit on the pulsed fraction (Drake et al. 2002; Ran-
som et al. 2002).
A small radius derived from a black body fit to the
Chandra data along with a lack of pulsation led to a pro-
posal that RXJ 1856.5-3754 is a strange quark star by
Drake et al. (2002). In contrast, several authors suggested
two thermal component emission (i.e a hot polar cap re-
gion and cooler emission from the bulk of the NS surface)
or heavy element atmospheres (e.g. Silicon-ash or Iron)
based on an SED analysis of the optical and X-ray band
(Pons et al. 2002; Walter & Lattimer 2002; Braje & Ro-
mani 2002). Braje & Romani (2002) and Walter & Lat-
timer (2002) both suggested a rather standard model for
RXJ 1856.5-3754 (i.e. stiff NS equation of state) based
on SED and timing analysis taking into account general
5relativistic light-bending effects. Recently, Turolla et al.
(2002) proposed that RXJ 1856.5-3754 has a surface com-
posed of Iron condensate possibly covered by a thin hydro-
gen layer. This model indicates a smaller apparent radius
and soft NS EOS. To date, there remains controversy be-
tween these different interpretations despite high quality
data being available. In addition, it is not clear whether
the SED approach can distinguish atmospheres composed
of two elements with similar atomic number such as Oxy-
gen and Neon.
3.3. Our approach: Atomic spectroscopy of neutron star
atmosphere
Given the unambiguous detection of spectral features
in the Chandra and XMM-Newton spectra of 1E1207.4-
5209, it is evident that a non-hydrogenic element is present
in the atmosphere (Sanwal et al. 2002; Mereghetti et al.
2002). Clearly, non-hydrogenic atmosphere models are
necessary to fit the spectra. However, the few existing non-
hydrogenic atmosphere models (Miller 1992; Rajagopal
et al. 1997) are far from complete mainly due to a lack
of accurate atomic data for multi-electron ions in the high
magnetic field regime.
The model of Miller (1992) and Rajagopal et al. (1997)
which utilizes a one-dimensional Hartree-Fock method
(Neuhauser et al. 1987) (hereafter 1DHF) is rather crude
and the energy values and oscillator strengths have as
much as 10% and a factor of 2 uncertainties, respectively.
Nevertheless Rajagopal et al. (1997) showed that the SED
of an Iron atmosphere is close to blackbody, with numer-
ous atomic features. The Iron atmosphere is quite dis-
tinct from a Hydrogen atmosphere showing a significantly
harder spectrum in the X-ray band usually without spec-
tral features.
The 10% accuracy of the 1DHF code in transition ener-
gies can possibly constrain surface element, but determina-
tion of B and z will be inaccurate since they are sensitive
to errors in the computed and measured transition energies
(§7.3). The accuracy is unacceptable at the magnetic field
strengths and mid-Z elements of interest to us since the
1DHF neglects the effects of excited Landau levels. Also
the 1DHF code uses a large number of grid points and
thus takes a prohibitive amount of computational time to
search over a wide range of parameter space.
Similar problems plague other atomic codes developed
for the strong magnetic field regime (Jones et al. 1999b;
Ivanov & Schmelcher 2000). They are highly accurate,
providing binding energies to better than 0.1% , but their
computational speeds are extremely slow because they en-
tail solving the 2-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation (for
detailed comparison of these different atomic calculations,
refer to §4 in Mori & Hailey (2002)). They calculate
ground state energies of low-Z atoms, but do not pro-
vide oscillator strengths. However assessing NS atmo-
spheric conditions requires transition energies and oscil-
lator strengths for various binding states over a large set
of NS parameters.
Here we utilize an approach for identifying the spectral
features based on accurate and extensive atomic data com-
posed of transition energies and oscillator strengths. The
atomic data are calculated by our new atomic code suit-
able for the high magnetic field regime. We predict strong
atomic transition features. Transition energies as well as
oscillator strengths are computed as a function of B, Z
and ne. This approach is robust and has previously been
applied to the spectroscopy of stellar objects.
For instance, recently several features, unexplained by a
Hydrogen atmosphere model, in the optical spectra of the
white dwarf GD 229 were identified as transitions in He-
lium at B = few× 108 G (Jordan et al. 1998; Jones et al.
1999a,b). Identification was based solely on a database
composed of transition energies at various magnetic field
strengths. This is a good example of how identification
of spectral features leads to determination of magnetic
field strength, element and ionization state. Radiative
transfer effects do not change the location of atomic lines,
which are predicted by the Schro¨dinger equation. Rela-
tive depth of the two features for a give ionization state
is predicted by the calculated oscillator strength and level
population based on simple assumptions such as LTE con-
ditions. We considered possible deviations from these sim-
ple arguments (non-LTE atmosphere, more than one ele-
ment, line blending etc.) and we found that none of them
changes our conclusions.
3.3.1. Three observational consequences from Chandra
data
For NS atmospheres, gravitational redshift (z) and pho-
tospheric density (ρ) are additional parameters determin-
ing the location of spectral features. In the subsequent
sections, we present step-by-step procedures to diagnose
the NS atmosphere parameters based on the measured lo-
cation, depth and width of the features. The Chandra and
XMM-Newton spectra provide the following information.
(a) Two absorption features with comparable strength.
(b) The energy ratio of the two absorption features is
∼ 2.
(c) They appear in the energy band (0.2–3 keV).
Hereafter, we will use these facts to constrain NS atmo-
sphere parameters. Spectral features in the X-ray band
emerging from strongly-magnetized plasmas are either cy-
clotron lines, atomic transition lines or photoabsorption
edges. The location of atomic features depends on the five
parameters; B, Z, z, ρ and the number of bound electrons
ne. Hereafter we investigate any possible combination in
the (B, Z, ne, z, ρ) phase space which generates the observ-
ables of the two features and is physically plausible.
4. preliminaries for atomic spectroscopy of
strongly-magnetized dense plasma
Before we proceed to constrain the NS atmosphere pa-
rameters, we present two important physical effects di-
rectly relevant to location, depth and width of the observed
features. They are magnetic field effects and density ef-
fects in the strongly-magnetized dense plasma present in
the NS atmosphere.
Feature location for a given element and ionization state
depends on the three parameters: B, z and ρ. The mag-
netic field significantly enhances electron binding energy
while density effects lower electron binding energy (pres-
sure shift). These effects are dependent on B and ρ in
a non-linear fashion, so z can be separately determined
6when we consider the feature energy ratios. Feature depth
depends on oscillator strengths (derived directly from the
Schro¨dinger equation) and level population of bound elec-
trons (derived from the Boltzmann distribution in the case
of an LTE atmosphere).
In contrast, feature widths are less straightforward in
providing constraints. As the two absorption features were
well fit by all the three models (§2.1), we cannot make
definite conclusions about line shapes based on the CCD
spectroscopy. Intrinsic line profiles, possibly with blended
features, could be washed out when they are convolved
with the instrumental response. Nevertheless, we roughly
estimate line widths from the primary broadening mech-
anisms in strongly-magnetized dense plasma and attempt
to constrain the dominant process responsible for feature
broadening. In all cases they are either broader than in-
trinsic instrumental width or small compared to it. For in-
stance, thermal Doppler broadening and rotational broad-
ening are negligible for the case of 1E1207.4-5209 (line
widths are less than 1 eV).
In addition, we predicted other features possibly
blended by instrumental and/or physical broadening in
§7.3. Future X-ray observations with grating spectroscopy
may reveal these features. Here we note that simple esti-
mation of the feature broadening presented here is merely
illustrative. In reality, line profiles must be computed in
detail by taking into account radiative transfer effects and
contributions from different (B, T ) regions on the surface.
4.1. Magnetic field effects: atomic physics in the Landau
regime
4.1.1. Atoms in strong magnetic fields
Measurements of the spin period and its first deriva-
tive by Chandra and XMM-Newton suggest that 1E1207.4-
5209 possesses a strong magnetic field (∼ 1012 G). In a
strong magnetic field, atomic structure is quite different
from the B = 0 case. A strong magnetic field deforms
the atom to a cylindrical shape when magnetic field ef-
fects are larger than Coulomb field effects. This regime
(often called the Landau regime) is defined as βZ > 1
where βZ = B/4.7 × 10
9Z2. In the Landau regime the
binding energy of bound electrons increases significantly.
For instance, the ionization threshold of a Hydrogen atom
is 160 eV at B = 1012 G.
A bound electron in the Landau regime is often denoted
by two quantum numbers (m, ν) (hereafter we use Emν
for binding energy). m is a magnetic quantum number
and ν is a longitudinal quantum number along the field
line. There are two additional quantum numbers, Lan-
dau number (n) and electron spin component along the
field (s). They are fixed to n = 0 and s = −1/2 in the
Landau regime, where electron cyclotron energy exceeds
Coulomb energy. ν = 0 states have larger binding en-
ergy (tightly-bound states) and ν > 0 states have smaller
binding energy (loosely-bound states). In most cases, the
ground state configuration of atoms and ions is such that
bound electrons are all in tightly-bound states i.e. (m, 0)
states. The (0, 0) state has the largest binding energy and
the binding energy of tightly-bound states decreases as m
increases.
4.1.2. Finite nuclear mass effects
The effects of finite nuclear mass are mentioned here
since they help determine the location and width of atomic
features. In the absence of a magnetic field, the center-of-
mass term and the nucleus-electron term in the Hamilto-
nian are separated by a canonical transformation. When
a magnetic field is present, collective motion of an atom
and its internal electric structure are coupled (Pavlov &
Meszaros 1993; Potekhin 1994) and there remain two addi-
tional terms in the transformed Hamiltonian, the nuclear
cyclotron term and the motional Stark term. Essentially
both terms lower the binding energy from that computed
from the Hamiltonian with infinite nuclear mass. The nu-
clear cyclotron term (= m~ωN where ωN = eB/mNc,
mN is the nuclear mass and c is the speed of light) can
be simply added to solutions for the infinite nuclear mass
case since the term commutes with the Hamiltonian. The
combination of the two effects autoionizes bound elec-
trons at high magnetic fields (Potekhin 1994; Kopidakis
et al. 1996). Hereafter electron binding energies are com-
puted with a correction for the nuclear cyclotron term.
Essentially, the correction to energies (hence oscillator
strengths) of photo-absorption edges and ∆m 6= 0 tran-
sition lines becomes large at B > 1014 G, while it is neg-
ligible at B ∼ 1012 G.
Coupling of the collective motion and the internal elec-
tric structure induces the motional Stark field in the
atom’s comoving frame. Since the motional Stark field re-
duces the binding energy, the line profile has a redward
wing (Pavlov & Meszaros 1993). The energy width is
roughly estimated as (Rajagopal et al. 1997),





However, the motional Stark broadening is negligible (less
than 1 eV) for mid-Z element ions at B ∼ 1012 G and thus
is irrelevant to our subsequent analysis.
4.1.3. Feasible atomic features in the X-ray band
Feasible atomic transitions in the X-ray band are photo-
absorption edges from tightly-bound states or photo-
absorption lines from tightly-bound states to loosely-
bound states (hereafter tight-loose transition). Tight-tight
transitions will appear in the optical band unless the mag-
netic field is very high (B > 1014 G). Landau transitions
(between different n) and spin-flip transitions (between
different s) do not occur in a strong magnetic field since
they require photon energies comparable to the electron
cyclotron energy (= ~ωe = 11.6B12 keV and B = 10
12B12
G) to excite the states.
For bound-bound transitions, ∆m = 0 and ∆ν = odd or
∆m = ±1 and ∆ν = even transitions are allowed by dipole
selection rules (i.e. they have larger oscillator strengths)
as long as the cylindrical symmetry of the atom is pre-
served. The cylindrical symmetry may be broken by other
forces such as the quasi-static Coulomb field from adjacent
atoms or the motional Stark field. Violation of the cylin-
drical symmetry induces other transition channels prohib-
ited by the dipole selection rule (Potekhin 1994). However,
magnetic effects are dominant over other effects in the pa-
rameter space considered here in which electron cyclotron
energy exceeds Coulomb energy and electron thermal en-
ergy. In general, oscillator strengths for lines and edges
depend weakly on m (e.g. they do not change more than
750% for an increment in m) (Miller 1992; Mori & Hailey
2002). This is an important point we will apply in con-
straining the ionization state in §5.1.1.
Figure 5 shows strong transitions in the Landau regime
and their spectral distribution. For illustrative purpose,
the figure presents lines from a Hydrogen atom at B =
4.7×1012 G. We note that non-hydrogenic ions have a sim-
ilar distribution in the Landau regime. Strong magnetic
field separates different m states and they make groups
of transition lines according to different m as seen in Fig-
ure 5. In this sense, transition lines are evenly distributed
in the energy space. This contrasts with the zero mag-
netic field case in which transitions from the K- and L-
shell are largely separated (e.g. 6 keV and 1 keV for K-
and L-shell transitions of Iron). In each m group, sev-
eral tight-loose transitions are feasible but the oscillator
strength decreases as ν becomes larger. Separation be-
tween the groups of lines becomes smaller as m increases.
The line/edge distribution in the Landau regime is impor-
tant because it is related to line location and line energy
ratio. We will apply these properties for identifying the
observed features in §5.1.1.
4.1.4. Our atomic code: Multi-configurational,
perturbative, hybrid, Hartree, Hartree-Fock method
Identification of atomic features is a time-consuming
task requiring a systematic search of the (B, Z, ne, z) pa-
rameter space. For the purpose of identifying atomic
features, we developed a fast and accurate atomic code
based with an approach we call multi-configurational, per-
turbative, hybrid, Hartree, Hatree-Fock theory (hereafter
MCPH3) (Mori & Hailey 2002). The MCPH3 code cal-
culates transition energies and oscillator strengths for any
given electron configuration of arbitrary ion in the Lan-
dau regime. The MCPH3 code provides atomic data to
better than 1% and 10% accuracy for energies and oscil-
lator strengths respectively. The MCPH3 code achieves
significantly faster computation time compared to other
atomic codes, such as multi-configurational Hartree-Fock
codes (Ruder et al. 1994) and two-dimensional Hartree-
Fock codes (Ivanov & Schmelcher 2000), by use of its per-
turbation method. The resultant fast algorithm of the
MCPH3 code enables us to compute atomic data over a
large set of B, Z and ne with reasonable CPU time.
4.1.5. Range of magnetic field strength
By applying perturbation methods to higher Landau
levels the MCPH3 code has an extended range of appli-
cable magnetic field. The MCPH3 code provides useful
results for our analysis (i.e. accuracy in energy of a few%)
for βZ ≥ 0.3. This was determined by comparing it with
atomic data generated by other approaches (e.g. multi-
configurational Hartree-Fork code by Ruder et al. (1994))
known to be highly accurate in the intermediate magnetic
field regime (βZ ∼ 0.1–1).
On the other hand, relativistic effects become sig-
nificant at high magnetic field and may affect results
from the MCPH3 code, which solves the non-relativistic
Schro¨dinger equation. Transverse motion of electrons
around the magnetic field becomes relativistic at B >
4.4 × 1013 G where electron cyclotron energy is equal to
the electron rest mass energy. The wavefunction of elec-
trons in their transverse direction (the Landau function)
has the same form as in the non-relativistic case, as long
as electrons are in the ground state of the Landau levels.
This is true for the high magnetic fields where the trans-
verse electron motion is relativistic (Lai 2001). Therefore,
relativistic corrections to the transverse motion are irrele-
vant.
On the other hand, bound electrons are subject to a
larger nuclear Coulomb field since they are closer to the
nucleus at higher magnetic field. Accordingly, relativistic
effects significantly affect the longitudinal motion of bound
electrons. However, several studies show that the relativis-
tic effects on atomic binding energies are negligible (less
than 0.1 %) at magnetic field strengths up to 4.7× 1013 G
(Lindgren & Virtamo 1979; Chen & Goldman 1992). Even
at higher magnetic field, relativistic effects due to the nu-
clear Coulomb field are negligible as long as the energy
range of interest (in our case ∼ 1 keV) is much smaller
than the electron rest energy (Angelie & Deutch 1978).
We investigated a range of magnetic field strength from
B = 1011–1015 G in the following analysis. This is the
range where our atomic code accurately predicts spectral
features for elements Z = 1–26 in the X-ray band. We
do not adopt the magnetic field strength obtained from
NS spin parameters. Instead, we determine B purely from
this spectroscopic study of the Chandra data.
4.1.6. Non-uniform surface magnetic field
We discuss a type of line broadening caused by magnetic
fields relevant to our later analysis. The non-uniformity of
a surface magnetic field causes line broadening since the
binding energy is a function of magnetic field. The binding
energy of tightly-bound states changes with B logarith-
mically, while the binding energy of loosely-bound states
changes weakly (Ruder et al. 1994). This results in a line
width broadening ratio ∆E/E which is almost the same for
different tight-loose transitions even when averaged over a
large B-field change. For instance a variation in B by
a factor 2 (corresponding to the magnetic field difference
between the magnetic pole and equator in a dipole configu-
ration) produces only ∼ 30% line broadening. If magnetic
field varies over the emission region, phase-resolved grating
spectroscopy may detect a shift of the features at differ-
ent pulsation phases. As we discuss later, a non-uniform
magnetic field could be responsible for the broadening of
photo-absorption edges since the Chandra data shows sim-
ilar widths for both spectral features when they are fitted
by the edge model (§5.1.6).
4.2. Density effects: pressure shift and pressure
broadening
Compared to magnetic field effects, the effects of den-
sity on atomic structure are poorly understood especially
in the high density regime typical of NS atmospheres.
Here, we discuss density effects relevant to spectral fea-
tures, namely pressure shifts and pressure (Stark) broad-
ening. The former lowers electron binding energy, while
the latter broadens spectral features. In addition, electric
fields induced by neighboring ions depopulate bound state
electrons (pressure ionization). We consider the pressure
ionization coupled with the Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium
when we discuss ionization balance in §6.
84.2.1. Pressure shift
First of all, we discuss pressure shifts (or continuum
lowering) which lower electron binding energy. We em-
phasize here that this effect shifts only photo-absorption
edges to lower energy but it does not affect atomic line
energy. Therefore a pressure shift is relevant only for the
edge models. A pressure shift is actually required to be
consistent with the feature location for some of the edge
cases (§5.1.3 and §5.1.5).
In a high density plasma, free electrons reside inside an
ion sphere which lowers electron binding energy. The ra-
dius of the ion sphere is defined as Ri = (3N/4pi)
−1/3 [cm],
where N is number density of ions. Detailed modeling
of the pressure shift requires a self-consistent solution of
Schro¨dinger equation with a proper free electron potential
in the ion sphere. Nevertheless, a simple approach pro-
duces fairly accurate results compared with more detailed
theoretical models and experimental data. Assuming uni-
form distribution of free electrons inside the ion sphere,










where ζ is the number of free electrons in the ion sphere.
The number of free electrons per ion can be chosen as ζ
(e.g., ζ = 6 when He-like Oxygen is dominant). The for-
mula along with this choice of ζ is in good agreement with
the results from a self-consistent solution (Nguyen et al.
1986). Importantly, the energy shift in first order is the
same for all the bound states and therefore it modifies
edge energy ratios. Athough the ionization thresholds are
lowered, the line energies are not shifted (Salzmann 1998).
In the second order, the pressure lowers line energies by a
tiny amount (Renner et al. 1998; Saemann et al. 1999) but
the line shift is most likely obscured by Stark broadening
(Salzmann & Szichman 1987).
The distribution of free electrons in the ion sphere at
high magnetic field will be different from the B = 0 case.
The free electron distribution is rather one-dimensional
along the magnetic field lines because their transverse mo-
tion is quantized into Landau levels. However, the generic
properties such as negligible line shift should be the same
for strongly-magnetized plasmas. Temporarily, we adopt
equation (2) for a rough estimation of plasma density for
a given pressure shift or vice versa. We note that uncer-
tainties associated with the application of equation (2) to
strongly-magnetized plasmas are irrelevant to our conclu-
sions about B, Z and z, but any attempt to accurately
determine NS photosphere density from pressure shifts or
broadening would require a more refined treatment.
We briefly explain how we use the pressure shift to fit
the data in the following analysis. First of all, as we dis-
cussed above, the pressure shift is relevant only to photo-
absorption edges. For a given element and ionization state,
the pressure shift lowers ionization thresholds by the same
amount (equation (2)), regardless of bound states. Ac-
cordingly, it changes the feature energy ratios from the
cases without pressure shift. As we see later, when we
attempt to adjust the feature energy ratio by changing B
for given Z and ne, electron cyclotron lines appear in the
ACIS band and this is an additional feature which does
not match with the observed spectra. A pressure shift is
used to fit the data by overlapping the cyclotron line with
one of the photo-absorption edges.
Since we do not know the photosphere density for cer-
tain, we use the pressure shift as a free parameter in or-
der to match the data. Later we will discuss whether the
plasma density corresponding to that pressure shift is plau-
sible or not, in terms of the feature width caused by pres-
sure broadening and ionization balance. A more detailed
discussion with several examples is presented in §5.1.6 and
§5.3.
4.2.2. Pressure broadening
There are two types of pressure broadening in a dense
plasma. They are electron collisional broadening and
quasi-static Stark broadening (Salzmann 1998). The for-
mer is caused by the interaction of a radiator with fast
free electrons while the latter is due to the electric field
of adjacent ions. Relative strength of the two broadenings
depends on ion density, temperature and element.
Electron collisional broadening is given by (Rajagopal
et al. 1997)







where af is the orbital size of the final state (loosely-bound
state) in units of the Bohr radius. Ne = 10
24Ne,24 [cm
−3]
is the electron density and Zr is the charge of radiator.
The line profile is Lorentzian. The longitudinal dimension
of loosely-bound states (larger than transverse size in the
presence of magnetic field) is ∼ Z−1r ν¯
2 where ν¯ = ν/2 for
even ν and ν¯ = (ν + 1)/2 for odd ν (Ruder et al. 1994).
The energy width is thus






The quasi-static electric field from adjacent ions dis-
torts bound states causing broadening of spectral features.
Since degeneracy in bound electrons is removed by a strong
magnetic field, the broadening is in second order. A rough





where F is the electric field from neighboring ions (Ra-
jagopal et al. 1997). Since the quadratic Stark effect low-
ers the binding energy, the line profile is asymmetric to
redward (Griem 1974). Since F ∼ Zpe/R
2
i where Zp is the
charge of the perturbers and Ri is the ionsphere radius,








Due to a smaller transition energy, the line width for the
0.7 keV feature is larger compared to the 1.4 keV feature.
The equations predict a larger width (∆E/E) for the
0.7 keV feature since the (1, 0) state is more distorted by
the perturbing electric field in a dense plasma. This is
consistent with the line widths fit by the line models.
4.3. Range of the five parameters considered in our
analysis
As we discussed before, five parameters (B, Z, ne, ρ, z)
are relevant in fitting the observed spectral features. The
range of magnetic field strength was restricted to B =
1011–1015 G. This is adequate to handle atomic features
of elements up to Iron in the X-ray band. For elements
and ionization state, the parameter range is Z = 1–26 and
9ne = 1–Z. We exclude rare elements expected in the prod-
ucts from explosive nucleosynthesis by supernova explo-
sion (e.g. for abundant elements in supernova ejecta, refer
to Thielemann et al. (1996)). We also set the range of pos-
sible gravitational redshift to z = 0.08–0.85. This range
originates in constraints associated with the nuclear EOS
including stability (dP/dρ > 0) and causality (dp/dρ < c2
where c is the speed of light) conditions inside the star
(Lindblom 1984; Haensel et al. 1999).
On the other hand, we do not attempt to derive ρ from
the data, unlike the other parameters. Rather we use ρ
as a free parameter. The possible range of atmospheric
density is set so that the pressure broadening is consistent
with the Chandra data. We note that the pressure shift is
not completely arbitrary, since higher density would pro-
duce pressure broadening incompatible with the measured
feature widths. Hereafter we set the range of pressure shift
up to ∼ few 100 eV so that pressure broadenings (§4.2.2)
do not exceed the measured feature widths. This upper
limit roughly corresponds to a plasma density of N < 1026
cm−3 from equations (4) and (6).
Photosphere density can be also estimated from a sim-
ple calculation as follows. The pressure scale height of the
NS atmosphere is kT/µmpg = 0.8T6µ
−1g−114 [cm] where
T = 106T6 [K], g = 10
14g14 [cm s
−2] and µ is an aver-
age atomic number of the element. For Thompson optical
depth of unity, ion number density at the photosphere is
N ∼ 1024–1026 cm−3 (Pavlov et al. 1995; Becker & Pavlov
2002). This density range is roughly consistent with den-
sity profiles previously calculated from the full solution of
radiative transfer equations for Hydrogen (Pavlov et al.
1995) and other elements (Miller 1992; Rajagopal et al.
1997). In general, magnetized atmospheres are denser
than non-magnetized ones (Pavlov et al. 1995) so the above
range may shift to higher density as B increases. We adopt
N ∼ 1024–1026 cm−3 to investigate ionization balance in
§6.
5. methodology of identifying absorption
features
We can constrain (B, Z, z, ne) phase space from the
three observables presented in §3.3 and the relevant phys-
ical effects discussed in §4.
We briefly outline our step-by-step procedure. First,
we constrain ionization state (ne) from observable (a) and
level population based on the LTE assumption. Secondly,
we present a scheme to determine magnetic field strength
(B) from the observable (b). We adopt the line/edge en-
ergy ratio as a strong diagnostic parameter to determine
B for a given Z. In this way, z is separately determined
from the other parameters since binding energies depend
on B, Z and ne in a non-linear fashion, while the gravita-
tional redshift changes the location of the features linearly
by a factor of (1 + z). This is different from the case of
cyclotron lines where B and (1 + z) shift spectral features
identically. Finally, we determine surface element (Z) from
observable (c), requiring a fit to the features in the Chan-
dra data with a reasonable range of z. A pressure shift is
introduced to fit photo-absorption edge data if necessary.
Although our main procedure is to fit the feature loca-
tions by transition lines/edges with comparable strength,
we will use the observational constraints on the feature
width in order to check the plausibility of the models we
consider.
Following our previous paper (Hailey & Mori 2002), we
consider three cases; pure atomic transitions for the two
spectral features (Case A), a combination of atomic tran-
sition and cyclotron line for the two features (Case B), and
any combination of these transitions for a three features
case, where we have added the 2 keV feature claimed by
Sanwal et al. (2002) and Mereghetti et al. (2002) (Case
C). Atomic features considered here include both photo-
absorption edges and lines. We permit pressure shifts for
the edge cases, while they are not relevant for the line
cases. As is shown below, all three cases require mid-Z
elements.
The parameter space over which we are going to search
is large and 4-dimensional, with the additional parameter
ρ. Several simple and reasonable assumptions help to sig-
nificantly reduce the amount of work and time required.
Later, we relax the assumptions and consider how this
changes the results. In the following section, we assume
a single element and ionization state as the zero-th order
constraints. The former can be reasonably assumed since
fast gravitational stratification will produce a single ele-
ment atmosphere in a first approximation. Later we will
consider admixtures with other elements and discuss what
other elements are consistent with the data (§7.2). For
the latter, we also consider other ionization states consis-
tent with the data (§7.1) and indeed for case C we need
an additional ionization state to account for the potential
feature at 2 keV (§5.3). For all the other cases, we show
that relaxation of these conditions is a minor effect and
does not affect our results significantly (§7).
5.1. Case A: pure atomic lines and edges
5.1.1. Constrainting ionization state from condition (a)
First of all we constrain the ionization state (ne) from
the observation (a) that the two features have similar
depths. We examine the relative population of the two
bound states from which the absorption features originate.
Then we show that He-like ions are the dominant absorbers
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions, and
even when LTE is violated.
5.1.2. LTE consideration
In a high density plasma where collisional processes are
faster than radiative processes, LTE is well established
even for the innermost electron. LTE is achieved when
there is simultaneously (1) a Maxwellian electron distri-
bution (2) Saha equilibrium (3) Boltzmann equilibrium
(Salzmann 1998).
The conditions for a Maxwellian electron distribution
are fulfilled at quite low density since the electron self-
collision time is very short (Spitzer 1962). The photo-
sphere density estimated in §4.3 (1024–1026 cm−3) well sat-
isfies conditions for the Saha and Boltzmann equilibrium
at kT ∼ 300 eV (Griem 1964), hence the NS atmosphere is
likely in LTE. Hereafter we constrain the ionization state
from the LTE conditions.
5.1.3. He-like ions: most plausible case
Single-electron ions have difficulty in accounting for the
similar depths of the two features for the following reasons.
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In an LTE plasma, the population of bound electrons in








where gi is the degree of degeneracy and Ei is the binding
energy of bound state i. gi = 1 in the Landau regime since
a strong magnetic field removes the degeneracy in quan-
tum numbers. Therefore the ratio of population in the
two bound states is exp(700 [eV]/260 [eV]) ∼ 15, where
700 eV is the energy difference between the two features
and 260 eV is the fitted temperature (note that they are
both measured in the observer’s frame). In general, a spec-
tral fit by atmosphere models yields a lower temperature
than a blackbody fit so the relative population ratio will
be even larger than 15. Since the cross section of transi-
tions from tightly bound states is weakly dependent on m
(§4.1.3), the 0.7 keV feature should be much weaker than
the 1.4 keV feature. Therefore hydrogenic ions cannot ex-
plain absorption features of comparable strengths.
In the upper layer of the atmosphere where the electron
density is low, LTE conditions may be violated. However
the population in excited states will be reduced further if
radiative deexcitation is faster than collisional excitation
as is the case in coronal plasmas. Excited states can be
largely populated by photo-excitation in the presence of a
photo-ionizing source, but this is not the case for the type
of thermal plasma which the Chandra and XMM-Newton
data suggest. Pressure ionization in a dense plasma de-
populates excited states even more, since the electric field
from fast free electrons or surrounding ions destroys ex-
cited states more effectively than low-lying bound states
(i.e. the 0.7 keV feature will become less significant). We
conclude that H-like ions are unlikely to produce two fea-
tures with similar depth.
On the other hand, ions with more than two electrons
are not plausible simply because additional unobserved
features with comparable depth would appear in the ACIS
energy band. For instance, Li-like ions would produce a
third absorption edge/line at ∼ 0.5 keV due to the (2, 0)
state while the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states produce the 0.7 and
1.4 keV features respectively (e.g. refer to figure 5 for the
spectral distribution of transition lines).
As a result, it is most natural to interpret the two fea-
tures as transitions from a two-electron system. In the
next section, we constrain B and Z based on the assump-
tion that the two absorption features are produced by He-
like ions.
5.1.4. Constraining magnetic field strength from
condition (b)
We constrain magnetic field strength (B) from the ob-
servational fact (b) that the measured line/edge energy
ratios are ∼ 2. The separation in binding energies for two
adjacent states is largest for the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states and
two adjacent tightly-bound states at m ≥ 2 do not have a
line/edge energy ratio larger than 2. From the measured
line/edge energy ratio ∼ 2, we conclude that these two fea-
tures are from the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states because they are
the only combination giving the right ratio. We also note
that the ground state for any He-like ion in the Landau
regime consists of the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states.
Other combinations of two tightly-bound states are not
feasible for the following reasons. Although the right
energy ratio can be obtained from non-adjacent tightly-
bound states (e.g. (0, 0) and (2, 0) states), it is unlikely
that we would fail to see transitions from the (1, 0) state.
Another possibility is a combination of a photo-absorption
edge and an absorption line of H-like ions. However, the
edge energy and (0, 0) → (0, 1) transition energy have ra-
tios less than 1.5 for any combination of B and Z in the
Landau regime. We conclude that the observed features
are due to transitions from (0, 0) and (1, 0) states.
For the line model, the strongest transition is (m, 0) →
(m, 1) because oscillator strengths are smaller for transi-
tions to larger ν states (Ruder et al. 1994; Mori & Hailey
2002) and ν = 1 states are more likely to survive in a high
density plasma compared to higher ν states. Figure 6 plots
edge and line energy ratios for (0, 0) and (1, 0) states of He-
like ions (Helium, Oxygen and Silicon). For the line cases,
there is only one magnetic field value for a given line en-
ergy ratio. On the other hand, for the edge cases, there
are two values. One is at low magnetic field (< 1012 G)
and the other is at high magnetic field (> 1014 G). The
high magnetic field value is due to the increasing nuclear
cyclotron term, which lowers ionization thresholds differ-
ently for different m states (§4.1.2). For the same reason,
the nuclear cyclotron term does not shift line energies for
the ∆m = 0, ∆ν = 1 transitions we consider here.
5.1.5. Constraining atmospheric composition from
condition (c)
We constrain atmospheric composition (Z) from the
condition (c) that both features appear in the energy range
of 0.3–2 keV. The lower panel in figure 6 shows (unred-
shifted) transition energies from the (0, 0) state for Helium,
Oxygen and Silicon ions as illustrative examples.
Low-Z elements (e.g. Helium) are ruled out because
transition energies are below the ACIS band at magnetic
field strengths giving the measured feature energy ratio.
Elements above Z = 10 (e.g. Silicon) are also excluded
because transition energies are too high, which requires
unreasonably large gravitational redshift to place features
in the ACIS band. For the edge cases, pressure shifts can
lower ionization thresholds so it may compensate for large
gravitational redshifts. However, we found that elements
above Z = 12 require unreasonably large pressure shifts,
which produce feature broadening much larger than the
measured widths.
5.1.6. He-like Oxygen and Neon
Searching over (B, Z) phase space in the range of B =
1011–1015 G and Z = 1–26 in the manner described above,
the only candidates are Oxygen and Neon for the line case.
Table 2 shows (unredshifted) line energies for H-, He- and
Li-like Oxygen and Neon. From the measured line widths,
Stark broadening is consistent with the measured widths
since it predicts larger line width for the 1.4 keV feature.
From equation (4) and (6), we obtain N ∼ 1025–1026 cm
−3 for the pure Oxygen atmosphere. This is roughly con-
sistent with the ion density where He-like ions are domi-
nant (§6.2). On the other hand, broadening due to non-
uniform magnetic field does not match with the observed
line widths because it predicts similar line widths (i.e.
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∆E/E) for both features (§4.1.6), and this is not the case
for the line models. Table 4 shows a check list of plausi-
bility for all the models we subsequently examine.
Similarly, only Oxygen and Neon are feasible for the
edge scenario (table 3). For both cases the magnetic field
strength is (1–2)×1011 G, about 10 times smaller than the
value derived from the spin parameters. Accordingly, an
electron cyclotron line appears in the ACIS band. In order
to be consistent with the observed features, the cyclotron
line must overlap with one of the two features (the 1.4 keV
feature). For the Oxygen case, the cyclotron line is at 1240
eV, coincidentally overlapping the 1.4 keV feature. How-
ever, the derived gravitational redshift (z = 0.00–0.03) vi-
olates minimal conditions of stability and causality for the
NS interior (Lindblom 1984; Haensel et al. 1999). There-
fore, we rule out the Oxygen edge model.
For the Neon edge case, a pressure shift (= 50–90 eV)
is required to overlap the cyclotron line with the 1.4 keV
feature to be consistent with observations. The observed
edge widths (in terms of ∆E/E) are almost the same for
the two features. Although they could be intrinsic edge
widths, non-uniform magnetic fields will produce similar
widths. The measured edge width (∆E/E ∼ 30%) roughly
corresponds to a variation in B by a factor 2. However the
same variation in B, applied to the overlapped electron cy-
clotron line in the 1.4 keV feature should result in broad-
ening by 100%. This is incompatible with the measured
width.
Here we examine the plausibility of the Neon edge model
in terms of ionization balance, which will be discussed later
in §6. From equation (2), the ion density corresponding to
the required pressure shift is 5×1021–3×1022 cm−3 when
He-like Neon is dominant. This density is lower than the
estimated atmosphere density. For a Hydrogen-rich atmo-
sphere (i.e. Hydrogen is a perturber and a mid-Z element
ion is the radiator), N ∼ 3× 1024–2× 1025 cm−3. As we
see later in §6, for Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium, H-like or
bare Neon ions are predominantly populated and He-like
Neon is negligible over a wide range of temperature and
density.
Overall, we conclude that the edge models are less
plausible than the line models, although the measured
edge locations match with the predictions. Magnetic field
strengths and gravitational redshifts for the line and edge
models are summarized in table 3.
5.2. Case B: mixture of atomic transition and cyclotron
line
Here we consider cases in which one of the features is
an electron cyclotron line and the other is an atomic tran-
sition line/edge. In this case the ionization state is hydro-
genic since otherwise unobserved features are produced in
the Chandra spectrum. For instance, for the case of He-like
ions, the transition line/edge from the (1, 0) state appears
in the ACIS spectrum when we fit the two observed fea-
tures by a cyclotron line and transition line/edge from the
(0, 0) state. A pressure shift will not overlap the (1, 0)
transition with other features. Therefore, only hydrogenic
ions with a cyclotron line are consistent with the data in
case B.
Similar to case A, the atomic transition is either a photo-
absorption edge from the (0, 0) state or a (0, 0) → (0, 1)
transition line. The same methodology we adopted in case
A is applicable since there is no degeneracy in B and z for
energy ratios of cyclotron line and atomic transition fea-
tures. As a result, we found several possible solutions, all
of which require mid-Z elements.
When the 1.4 keV feature is an electron cyclotron line
(B = 1.2×1011(1+z) G), there are only three possible so-
lutions, associated with H-like Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxy-
gen (Table 3). For the Carbon case, the 0.7 keV feature
is a photo-absorption edge while it is a photo-absorption
line for the Nitrogen and Oxygen case.
When the 0.7 keV feature is an electron cyclotron line,
the magnetic field strength is 6.0 × 1010(1 + z) G. At
such low magnetic field the MCPH3 code does not pro-
vide accurate data for the (0, 0) state of mid-Z elements
since the perturbation method for higher Landau levels
breaks down. Hence, we used atomic data of Ruder et al.
(1994) (calculated by the Multi-configurational Hartree-
Fock method only for Hydrogen) that are accurate at any
magnetic field strength and a well-known scaling law for
transition energies of different nuclear charge Z (Ruder
et al. 1994). We found that it requires elements such as
Beryllium or Boron to explain the features. Their abun-
dance is extremely low in the predicted compositions of
supernova ejecta (Thielemann et al. 1996). Therefore we
rule out this scenario.
It is also possible that an ion cyclotron line (~ωi =
6.30(Zi/A)B12 [eV] where Zi = Z − ne and A is atomic
number) is involved and one of the features is a photo-
absorption edge of a (0, 0) state or (0, 0) → (0, 1) a transi-
tion line of lighter elements. However, we did not find any
combination of B and Z in the range of B = 1011–1014
G and Z = 1–26, giving the right feature energy ratio.
Therefore the nuclear cyclotron line scenario is excluded.
Although a combination of an electron cyclotron line
and an atomic transition explains the location of the fea-
tures, it may be difficult to reconcile the two different pro-
cesses resulting in similar feature depths and widths. Any
evidence of substructure in the broad features will rule
out this scenario but strongly favor case A, since several
atomic transition lines could be buried in the broad fea-
tures. We note that only mid-Z elements are acceptable
in this case as well.
5.3. Case C: three spectral features
Sanwal et al. (2002) and Mereghetti et al. (2002) claimed
a marginal spectral feature at ∼ 2 keV. In the spectra we
extracted, small wiggles are seen at ∼ 1.9–2.0 keV in fig-
ure 1, although they are not statistically significant. Nev-
ertheless, we consider possible models to account for the
three spectral features in the same context as in case A
and B. Similarly, we consider both atomic transitions and
cyclotron lines. As a result, we found only two unique
solutions.
The first scenario is identical to the Oxygen/Neon line
model in case A. It requires an additional ionization state,
i.e. H-like Oxygen/Neon. In this case, the feature at 2 keV
is a photo-absorption edge of H-like Oxygen/Neon. The
H-like lines overlap the He-like lines in both broad features
and so are consistent with the data. On the other hand,
photo-absorption edges of He-like Oxygen/Neon appear at
∼ 1.9 keV and ∼ 1.1 keV. The photo-absorption edge of
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He-like Oxygen/Neon at 1.9 keV may be the claimed 2 keV
feature. In that case, we do not need H-like ions to account
for the data. This issue is resolvable with high energy res-
olution observations by Chandra and XMM-Newton. It is
not surprising that these photo-absorption edges from He-
like ions were not observed because the 2 keV feature is
weak and several other physical effects in the atmosphere
such as radiative transfer effects may wash them out.
The second scenario is that the two lower energy fea-
tures are photo-absorption edges in He-like Neon and the
2 keV feature is an electron cyclotron feature. This model
requires a pressure shift ∼ 200 eV. It corresponds to N ∼
1024 cm−3 when He-like Neon is dominant and N ∼ 1026
cm−3 for a Hydrogen-rich atmosphere. When the photo-
absorption edges are broadened by a non-uniform mag-
netic field, the cyclotron line should be significantly broad-
ened and it may not be detected at all. Therefore, similar
to the Neon edge model in case A, the Oxygen/Neon line
models are more plausible than this scenario.
6. ionization balance with non-ideal effects
In this section, we investigate ionization balance in a
strongly-magnetized dense plasma. Since B and Z were
already constrained by the Schro¨dinger equation, we in-
vestigate the (ρ, T ) regime where He-like ions are largely
populated. We note that the measured effective temper-
atures merely represent the total thermal flux, but in re-
ality a NS atmosphere has a range of temperature due to
the density-temperature gradient under hydrostatic equi-
librium (Miller 1992; Pavlov et al. 1995). For the effective
temperature ∼ 300 eV fitted by a blackbody to Chan-
dra data, hereafter we consider a temperature range of
kT ∼ 200–500 eV. It roughly corresponds to the Rosseland
optical depth = 0.01–10, referring to previously calculated
temperature profiles obtained by solving radiative trans-
fer equations for Hydrogen (Pavlov et al. 1995) and other
light elements (Miller 1992).
For simplicity, we adopt LTE conditions to compute the
degree of ionization. We note that the following discus-
sion is based on a simple approach using the occupation
probability formalism with the Holtzmark microfield dis-
tribution (Holtsmark 1919). Later we also address several
problems associated with strongly-coupled plasmas. More
sophisticated approaches must properly take into account
non-LTE effects and ion couplings in the (ρ, T ) region rel-
evant to the NS atmosphere.
In LTE atmospheres the degree of ionization and level
population are determined by the Saha-Boltzmann equi-
librium. The generalized Saha equation in the presence of















where ni is number density of an ionization state i, ηe =
~ωe/2kT and ηi = ~ωi/2kT . Zint is the internal partition
function (IPF) defined in the next section.
The strong magnetic field and high density affect ioniza-
tion states in a complicated manner (Pavlov et al. 1995).
When a magnetic field is present, the modified Saha equa-
tion has additional terms (i.e. tanh and sinh term in the
equation (8)) compared to the zero-field case. They rep-
resent Landau quantization of electrons and ions in the
magnetic field. Landau quantization of ions is negligible
at B ∼ 1012 G where the ion cyclotron energy is much
less than thermal energy. On the other hand, quantiza-
tion of free electrons into Landau levels increases their
phase space hence their degree of ionization becomes larger
(Miller 1992). Also, ionization energy is significantly en-
hanced by a strong magnetic field which decreases the de-
gree of ionization. As we discuss in the subsequent section,
pressure ionization due to high plasma density depopulates
bound electrons.
6.1. Pressure ionization
In high density plasma, bound states in an ion (radiator)
are destroyed by the electric field from adjacent ions (per-
turbers). This pressure ionization depopulates electron
bound states. In an LTE plasma, accounting for pressure
ionization reduces to a problem of how one evaluates the
IPF. Among various methods, the occupation probability
formalism (OPF) has been frequently used and previously
applied to strongly-magnetized Hydrogen plasmas (Pavlov
et al. 1995; Potekhin et al. 1999). The OPF avoids unfavor-
able discontinuity or divergence in the IPF by introducing
an occupation probability for each bound state. The IPF




wjgj exp (−Ej/kT ), (9)
where wj is an occupation probability and gj is the degree
of degeneracy of a bound state j.
The occupation probability is a function of density and
it is ab initio chosen to be smaller for higher excited
states. Several different approaches have been proposed
for computing the occupation probability. They are based
on the Holtsmark microfield distribution (Pavlov et al.
1995), hard-sphere approximation (Potekhin et al. 1999)
or other forms (Hooper 1966; Zimmerman & More 1980;
Nayfonov et al. 1999; Potekhin et al. 2002). Among
various approaches for evaluating the occupation prob-
ability, we computed the IPF based on the Holtzmark
microfield distribution as an illustrative case, following
Pavlov et al. (1995) who first implemented pressure ioniza-
tion for strongly-magnetized Hydrogen atmospheres. We
note that pressure ionization is not well-understood for
strongly-magnetized plasma at present.
6.2. Results and uncertainties associated with ion
coupling effects
We computed the IPF for each ionization state of Oxy-
gen and Neon using binding energies calculated by the
MCPH3 code. We iteratively solved the coupled Saha
equations for different charge states until convergence was
achieved. As a result, we found that He-like ions for both
the Oxygen and Neon case are predominantly populated
at N ∼ 1026 cm−3 for kT = 300 eV and N ∼ 1025 cm−3
for kT = 500 eV. These densities are within the range
of photospheric densities estimated in §4.3 and suggested
by previous atmosphere models (Miller 1992; Pavlov et al.
1995; Rajagopal et al. 1997).
However, we note several problems associated with the
Holtzmark microfield distribution here. First of all, the
OPF based on a Holtzmark microfield distribution does
not include screening by free electrons. In addition, the
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Holtsmark microfield distribution becomes inaccurate at
high density and low temperature where ion couplings be-
come significant (Potekhin et al. 2002).
To quantify the ion coupling one usually measures the
so-called plasma coupling constant (the ratio of Coulomb
energy and thermal energy),






where Z¯ is an average effective charge of the plasma and
N = 1024N24 [cm
−3] (Salzmann 1998). Γ > 1 indicates
that plasma is strongly-coupled, in which case several
conventional approaches to dense plasmas (e.g. Debye-
Hu¨ckel theory) become inaccurate. Γ = 1 corresponds
to N = 5 × 1022 cm−3 for a He-like Oxygen plasma at
kT = 300 eV and N = 3× 1023 cm−3 for a Hydrogen-rich
Oxygen plasma at kT = 100 eV. Therefore, the atmo-
sphere of 1E1207.4-5209 is likely in the strongly-coupled
regime. At higher Γ, lattice structure may be formed and
the NS surface may no longer be in gas phase (Lai 2001).
The above points illustrate the uncertainties associated
with the simple approaches to pressure ionization at large
Γ. Several new approaches have been introduced for the
large Γ regime up to Γ = 100 (Iglesias & Rogers 1995;
Nayfonov et al. 1999; Potekhin et al. 2002) but none of
them have been applied to magnetized plasmas yet. These
sophisticated methods taking into account ion coupling ef-
fects and electron screening must be correctly implemented
for magnetized anisotropic plasmas in the future modeling
of NS atmospheres. In addition, in the low density layer in
the upper atmosphere where LTE is violated, rate equa-
tions must be solved taking into account detailed balance
of (de)populating bound states via both radiative and col-
lisional processes.
7. robustness and ignorable effects
We relax the conditions assumed in §5 and consider the
cases of more than a single transition, ionization state and
element. Relaxation of these conditions does not alter our
conclusion that the two features are due to mid-Z elements.
However, they affect the determination of B and z because
a spectral fit to the broad features by simple line profiles
such as a Gaussian or Lorentzian merely represents a sin-
gle transition, but actual line profiles may be more com-
plicated, possibly with blended lines.
Mereghetti et al. (2002) claimed the presence of sub-
structure in one of the two features in the XMM-
Newton/EPIC data, although its significance is marginal.
In anticipation of future high resolution grating data, we
predict the location of atomic lines from other ionization
states and other transitions. The presence of substructure
is predicted by our model and its presence can be used to
more precisely determine B and z.
7.1. More than one ionization state
In general, a NS atmosphere consists of layers with dif-
fering density and temperature. As a result, we may ex-
pect spectral features from different charge states. How-
ever the difference in line and edge energy for the same
transition of different charge states is actually small at
B < 1012 G. For instance, the edge and line energies from
the (0, 0) state for H and He-like Oxygen differ by 7% and
3.4% respectively. Hence the presence of H-like ions does
not change any of our conclusions as long as its fraction is
not large enough to make the 1.4 keV feature more signif-
icant than the 0.7 keV feature.
On the other hand, Li-like ions must be suppressed since
transition from the (2, 0) state appear in the ACIS band
(e.g. 500 eV for Oxygen). More precisely, Li-like ions must
be about 5 times less abundant than He-like ions to be con-
sistent with Chandra data. This condition will certainly
constrain the (ρ, T ) parameter space. If atomic features
from H-like ions are detected, measurement of the relative
population of H- and He-like ions will probe the (ρ, T )
region as well. They can be an excellent density diagnos-
tic, but require thorough understanding of the ionization
balance in strongly-magnetized dense plasmas.
7.2. More than one element
Although a one element atmosphere has been assumed
for our previous models, an admixture of different elements
may be present in the NS atmosphere when matter is ac-
creted onto a NS faster than gravitational stratification
can take place (van Kerkwijk 2001). A mixture with Hy-
drogen is consistent with the Chandra data since Hydrogen
does not produce spectral features in the X-ray band. On
the other hand, neutral or H-like Helium produces spectral
features below the ACIS energy band at B = 6.5 × 1011
G, the fitted magnetic field strength for the Oxygen line
model. However, from the ionization balance discussed in
§6, we found that Helium is almost fully-ionized in the
large (ρ, T ) range relevant to 1E1207.4-5209. Therefore a
Hydrogen-rich atmosphere possibly enriched with Helium
(and of course the dominant emitting element) is consis-
tent with the X-ray data.
On the other hand, other heavier elements do not exist
in the atmosphere or are negligible (e.g. C, N or Ne for
the Oxygen case) since these elements produce spectral
features unobserved in the ACIS spectrum.
7.3. Line blending with other transitions
The observed absorption features are possibly a mix-
ture of several different lines. There are two types of line
blending. They are blending of transition lines from dif-
ferent m states or from different ν states in the same m
group. However, blending of transition lines from different
m states is inconsistent with the Chandra data because it
produces features broader than the observed features.
On the other hand, tight-loose transitions to different ν
states (if higher ν states survive) are close to each other.
They can be blended with modest line broadening con-
sistent with the measured line widths. Table 5 lists tight-
loose transitions for different final states in He-like Oxygen
and Neon for the line models.
There are two important consequences for the cases of
resolving or not resolving these blended lines with future
high resolution grating spectroscopy. Once substructure
is firmly detected by grating spectroscopy, identification
of more than the two features will certainly increase the
accuracy of the magnetic field and gravitational redshift
determination. From the CCD spectroscopy by Chandra
and XMM-Newton data, the derived B and z are not so
accurate since line energy ratio depends on magnetic field
strength sensitively (approximately exponentially because
binding energy changes with B logarithmically). In ad-
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dition, grating spectroscopy with resolving power > 102
may be able to distinguish the Oxygen and Neon case,
although it is difficult since both models have similar line
assignments as seen in table 5 and physical line broadening
may prevent us from resolving these lines.
On the other hand, there may be no substructure in
the two features if the highly excited states are destroyed
and/or lines are significantly broadened. In this case, de-
tailed line profiles will be important to elucidate the dom-
inant broadening mechanism in order to constrain the NS
atmosphere parameters. For instance, pressure broaden-
ing may merge two separate lines (e.g. different tight-
loose transition lines in our case) and the degree of line
merging depends on the plasma density of the layer from
which the lines originated (Inglis & Teller 1939). Well-
defined Inglis-Teller criteria for line merging as a function
of plasma density in strongly-magnetized plasmas can be
an excellent diagnostic tool for photosphere density. In ad-
dition, fitting detailed line profiles to high resolution data
will allow us to measure B and z more accurately.
8. investigation of other proposed models
Three groups have proposed models to interpret the ob-
served spectral features. Xu et al. (2002) proposed elec-
tron cyclotron lines at B ∼ 1011 G. Sanwal et al. (2002)
interpret the two features as atomic transition lines from
once-ionized Helium ion at B ∼ 1014 G, a significantly
larger magnetic field strength than derived from the NS
spin parameters. Mereghetti et al. (2002) suggested an
Iron atmosphere at B ∼ 1012 G, although they did not
show transition energies corresponding to the observed fea-
tures. Hereafter we investigate each of the three models
in detail. As a result, we argue that they are implausible
on the basis of spectroscopy.
8.1. Cyclotron line model
The measured energy ratio ∼ 2 of the two absorption
features suggests several scenarios associated purely with
cyclotron lines. For instance, the fundamental and 1st
harmonic of cyclotron lines have a line energy ratio of two
(Xu et al. 2002). However, the first harmonic has much
smaller line strength than the fundamental harmonic by
order of the ratio of the cyclotron energy to the rest mass
energy (∼ 10−3 and ∼ 10−6 for electron and ion cyclotron
line respectively) (Sanwal et al. 2002). Resonant scatter-
ing may modify line strengths resulting in similar strength
in the fundamental and the first harmonic for an electron
cyclotron line (Alexander & Meszaros 1989; Freeman et al.
1999).
Nuclear cyclotron lines from two different elements (e.g.
H and He, or isotopes) are plausible since they have the
line energy ratio∼ 2. Ion cyclotron lines from two different
charge states are another possibility. They require mag-
netic fields larger than 1014 G. For instance, ion cyclotron
lines from bare and H-like Helium at B = 4.5×1014(1+z)
G account for the observed line energy ratio.
However, ion cyclotron lines at B > 1014 G are not
observable since the cyclotron lines are washed out by
vacuum polarization effects in the atmosphere (Ho & Lai
2003). Equivalent widths of nuclear cyclotron lines were
computed from the full solution of the radiative trans-
fer equations in magnetized Hydrogen and Helium atmo-
spheres at B ∼ 1014–1015 G. For various magnetic field
strengths and temperatures relevant to the atmosphere of
1E1207.4-5209 when interpreted as a Helium atmosphere,
the estimated equivalent widths are much smaller than the
measured values in the Chandra data (Ho & Lai 2003).
Variations in the surface magnetic field further reduce sig-
nificance of the cyclotron features when spectra are inte-
grated over the NS surface (Zane et al. 2001; Ho & Lai
2003). Cyclotron lines at magnetic fields differing by a
factor of two are also unlikely since magnetic field should
change continuously on the surface. Therefore we do not
expect two discrete features.
Overall, any evidence of substructure in the broad
features will refute the cyclotron line models. In fact,
Mereghetti et al. (2002) claim a marginal detection of such
substructure. From all these arguments we conclude that
the observed absorption features are unlikely to be due to
two cyclotron lines.
8.2. Helium atmosphere model by Sanwal et al. (2002)
Sanwal et al. (2002) proposed a Helium atmosphere to
account for the absorption features. We investigate two
cases in which transition lines/edges are consistent with
the Chandra data and argue that the combinations of
atomic transitions have difficulty accounting for the ob-
served absorption features with comparable strength.
The transitions considered in Sanwal et al. (2002) are
(0, 0)→ (0, 1) and (0, 0)→ (1, 0) at B = (1.4–1.7)×1014 G
(private communication with G.G. Pavlov). (0, 0) → (1, 0)
appears in the X-ray band since the binding energy of the
(1, 0) state decreases due to the nuclear cyclotron term.
In general, oscillator strengths of ∆m 6= 0 transitions de-
crease with B since a strong magnetic field separates dif-
ferent m states more significantly so overlap of the wave-
function in the transverse direction (i.e. Landau function
of different m states) becomes smaller. Roughly, oscil-
lator strengths of ∆m 6= 0 transitions decrease as B−1
(Ruder et al. 1994), while ∆m = 0 transitions weakly
change with B. Accordingly, the (0, 0) → (1, 0) transition
has about 100 times smaller oscillator strength compared
with (0, 0) → (0, 1). This is hardly compatible with the
observed line strength, although radiative transfer effects
may decrease the difference in line strengths.
We also consider another possible combination of tran-
sitions from the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states to the (0, 1) and
(1, 1) states at the similar magnetic field strengths. In
this case, there are several reasons that the features must
be photo-absorption edges rather than absorption lines in
the case of a Helium atmosphere at B ∼ 1014 G. First
of all, the (1, 1) state is autoionized due to the large nu-
clear cyclotron term (§4.1). The (0, 1) state has a binding
energy of ∼ 60 eV. The energy shift due to the motional
Stark field is ∼ 10 eV for the m = 0 state (§4.1.2). In addi-
tion, the (0, 1) state will be ionized by continuum lowering
at N ∼ 1024 cm−3. Therefore, loosely-bound states are
likely destroyed by a combination of pressure ionization
and motional Stark effects. Hereafter we assume that the
features are photo-absorption edges.
Table 6 lists the unredshifted edge energies of H-like and
neutral Helium. The edge energy ratios of the (0, 0) and
(1, 0) states are 1.97 and 2.12 at B = 1.4 × 1014 G and
B = 1.7 × 1014 G respectively. This is consistent with
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the measured edge energy ratio (see table 1). The photo-
absorption edge from the (2, 0) state as well as nuclear
cyclotron lines from H-like Helium ion is below the ACIS
band. Therefore transitions from H-like Helium ions are
consistent with the location of the observed features in the
Chandra data. However there are several difficulties asso-
ciated with the Helium atmosphere model. We note that
the following arguments apply even when the observed fea-
tures are absorption lines.
According to the discussion in §5.1.1, edge strengths for
the (1, 0) state should be much weaker than the (0, 0) state
by the Boltzmann factor ∼ 15. Since a Helium atmosphere
is similar to a Hydrogen atmosphere, the effective temper-
ature is a few times lower compared to a blackbody fit (Ho
& Lai 2001). Recent studies showed that emergent spectra
from Hydrogen and Helium atmospheres are harder than
a blackbody even at B ∼ 1014–1015 G (Ho & Lai 2001;
O¨zel 2001). Actually, Zavlin et al. (1998) and Mereghetti
et al. (2002) obtained T∞ ∼ 1 × 106 K when they fit-
ted ROSAT/ASCA and XMM-Newton data by Hydrogen
atmosphere models respectively, although they fit hydro-
gen atmosphere models with rather low or zero magnetic
field cases. When the temperature is lower than the black-
body temperature, the Boltzmann factor is > 100. Hence
we expect the 0.7 keV feature to be more than 100 times
weaker than the 1.4 keV feature. Although line strength
may change due to radiative transfer effects, this is hardly
consistent with measured features whose depths are com-
parable. As we mentioned in §5.1.1, non-LTE effects and
pressure ionization will weaken the 0.7 keV feature even
more.
One way of reconciling the Boltzmann factor issue is to
assume that the absorption features are from a hotter re-
gion deep in the atmosphere, where the thermal energy is
comparable with the energy difference between the (0, 0)
and (1, 0) states (kT ∼ 700 eV). Then electrons are almost
equally populated in both states. For instance, the Boltz-
mann factor is ∼ few at kT ∼ 700 eV. However, based on
the Saha-Boltzmann equation (8), we estimated bare He-
lium is predominant and H-like Helium is negligible over a
large density range at such a temperature. Hence, we do
not expect to see spectral features from H-like Helium. In
addition, temperature profiles calculated from atmosphere
models at B = 1014 G show that such high temperatures
are achieved in deep layers where the optical depth is larger
than 104 (O¨zel 2001). Therefore, any features from such
deep layers will be completely smeared out by Compton
scattering or by vacuum polarization effects (Ho & Lai
2003).
The other point is that molecular chains may be formed
at B ∼ 1014 G in light element atmospheres. The disso-
ciation energy of Helium molecules was previously calcu-
lated at lower magnetic fields (Abrahams & Shapiro 1991;
Neuhauser et al. 1987; Demeur et al. 1994). For instance,
the dissociation energy of the He2 molecule is 378 eV at
2.35× 1012 G (Demeur et al. 1994). Since molecular bind-
ing energy is an increasing function of B, the dissociation
energy will be significantly larger than the thermal en-
ergy at B ∼ 1014 G. Applying a scaling law for molecular
binding energy, i.e. EB ∝ Z
9/5B2/5 (Lai 2001) to the re-
sults for H2 (Lai & Salpeter 1996) and He2 (Demeur et al.
1994), we estimated that the dissociation energy of He-
lium molecules is larger than 1 keV. Since these energies
are much larger than the thermal energy in the atmosphere
(kT ∼ 300 eV), it indicates formation of molecular chains.
Therefore, the assumption of a Helium atmosphere in the
atomic case may not be valid.
8.3. Iron atmosphere model by Mereghetti et al. (2002)
Mereghetti et al. (2002) proposed an Iron atmosphere
at B ∼ 1012 G. They claim that the broad features are
blurred narrows lines of the Iron atmosphere model of Ra-
jagopal et al. (1997). We investigated different ionization
states of Iron at B ∼ 1012 G, and the only possible com-
bination of transition lines and edges giving the measured
line energy ratio is related to the (0, 0) and (1, 0) states.
However, for all the ionization states, the binding energy
of these states exceeds 10 keV (e.g. E > 1 MeV for He-like
Iron at B ∼ 1012 G). Therefore it is impossible to match
them to the observed features for any reasonable value of
gravitational redshift and pressure shift.
Another possibility is that different m groups (e.g. (2, 0)
and (3, 0) state) merge by line broadening and somehow
produce two discrete features. However, high m states are
close to each other in energy (figure 5). We calculated
binding energies for tightly-bound states of Iron ions and
it is not possible to produce the two discrete features in the
X-ray band. When transitions to different loosely-bound
states are blended, more than two features should be ob-
served. Therefore we rule out Iron atmosphere models on
spectroscopic grounds.
9. summary
From the spectroscopic study of the Chandra/ACIS
data, the most compelling result is that mid-Z elements
are responsible for the two spectral features. We summa-
rize our results below. We have listed in table 4 all the
models along with our estimate of their plausibility.
• He-like Oxygen and Neon most successfully explain
the location, depth and width of the features. The
features are absorption lines from the two inner-
most electron orbitals (i.e. (0, 0) and (1, 0) state)
to their associated loosely-bound states (i.e. (0, 1)
and (1, 1) state).
• The Oxygen and Neon line models (Case A)
uniquely determine magnetic field strength and
gravitational redshift. They are B12 = 0.55–
0.75, z = 0.06–0.21 for Oxygen, and B12 = 0.80–
1.10, z = 0.62–0.86 for Neon. The derived magnetic
field strengths are close to the value estimated from
the NS spin parameters (B12 = 2–4).
• The Neon edge model (Case A) and admixture
models (Case B) are consistent with the measured
location of the two features, but they are inconsis-
tent with either the edge widths or the ionization
state.
• Three absorption features at 0.7, 1.4 and 2 keV
(Case C) can be explained in the context of the
Oxygen line model or Neon edge model with an ad-
ditional feature. For the Oxygen case, the feature
at 2 keV is a photo-absorption edge of H- and/or
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He-like Oxygen. For the Neon case, it is an electron
cyclotron line. The Neon case requires a pressure
shift ∼ 200 eV to match the Chandra data.
• A Hydrogen-rich (possibly with Helium) atmo-
sphere is consistent with the Chandra data since
Hydrogen and Helium are fully ionized hence they
do not produce spectral feature in the X-ray band.
On the other hand, other mid-Z elements (e.g. Car-
bon, Nitrogen or Silicon) are negligible because they
produce unobserved spectral features in the Chan-
dra spectrum. Also, co-existence of Oxygen and
Neon in the atmosphere is not allowed.
• The observed features could be composed of sev-
eral tight-loose absorption lines. The 1.4 keV fea-
ture may have transition lines from a H-like ion.
The substructure might be resolved by high reso-
lution grating spectroscopy on Chandra and XMM-
Newton.
10. implications of our results on neutron star
physics
A simultaneous determination of B, Z and z as a re-
sult of the feature identification puts strong constraints
on the pulsar spin-down mechanism, accretion flow, su-
pernova explosion and nuclear equation of state inside the
neutron star. Hereafter we discuss the implications of the
most plausible models we presented, i.e. the Oxygen and
Neon line models. Although our spectroscopic study of
the Chandra data allows either of these elements, addi-
tional physical arguments strongly favor the presence of
an Oxygen atmosphere.
10.1. Atmosphere composition
The presence of a mid-Z element in the photosphere
is perplexing because a tiny amount of accreting hydro-
gen constitutes an optically-thick layer. The question also
arises of why does 1E1207.4-5209 show spectral features
while other NSs do not? We consider two scenarios; a
pure mid-Z element atmosphere and a Hydrogen-rich at-
mosphere with a mid-Z element.
10.1.1. Pure mid-Z atmosphere
When the atmosphere is composed of a pure mid-Z ele-
ment the pulsar must have impeded any accretion flow to
the surface, for instance, by propeller effects. When the NS
mass cut occurs in the Iron layer as predicted by various
models (Arnett 1996), a mid-Z element atmosphere could
be formed by turbulent mixing or fallback during/after
a supernova explosion (Herant & Woosley 1994). In the
ejecta from a type II supernova explosion, Oxygen is a
dominantly abundant element over a wide range of pro-
genitor mass (Thielemann et al. 1996), so it is feasible that
Oxygen would appear on the NS surface. Furthermore, in
the composition of supernova ejecta, Oxygen is the most
abundant element in layers where Neon appears (Thiele-
mann et al. 1996). Therefore it is unlikely that only Neon
exists on the surface without Oxygen in this scenario.
An alternative scenario could be diffusive nuclear burn-
ing in NS envelopes where Hydrogen burns into heavier
elements within 102–104 years (Chang & Bildsten 2002).
Further study on diffusive nuclear burning in strong mag-
netic fields would be interesting in the case of 1E1207.4-
5209.
10.1.2. Hydrogen-rich atmosphere mixed with mid-Z
element
An admixture of Hydrogen and a mid-Z element can be
maintained in the NS photosphere when the rate of an
accretion flow, which contains the mid-Z element of in-
terest, is faster than the gravitational sedimentation time
(van Kerkwijk 2001; Zavlin & Pavlov 2002). Hydrogen
and Helium do not show any spectral feature in the X-ray
band so this idea is consistent with the X-ray data. In-
deed optical observations establish the existence of Oxy-
gen in the vicinity of 1E1207.4-5209 (Ruiz 1983). The high
galactic latitude of the supernova remnant PSK 1209-51
indicates an Oxygen-rich environment around the pulsar
(Ruiz 1983). Similarly, since the simulated composition of
supernova ejecta contains a dominant fraction of Oxygen,
it is likely that Oxygen is present in this scenario as well.
We estimated the requisite accretion rate for this sce-
nario from the X-ray data. The accretion rate must be
M˙ ≥ 1012–1014 g s−1 to ensure the accretion rate is faster
than the gravitational stratification rate. We assume that
the stratification time in the atmosphere is 1–100 s (Al-
cock & Illarionov 1980; Miller 1992) and 1014 g of material
for an optical thickness of unity (Romani 1987).
The Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate is M˙ ∼ 1011nv−310 [g s
−1]
where n is the ISM density [cm−3] and v = 10v10 [km s
−1]
is the pulsar velocity [km s−1]. Hence, the Bondi-Hoyle
accretion rate is not sufficiently high unless the pulsar ve-
locity is less than 10 km s−1 when n = 1 cm−3 or the
ISM density is higher than 10 cm−3 when v = 10 km s−1.
Therefore, the pulsar velocity should be very slow (< 10
km s−1) or the ISM density should be very high (> 10
cm−3). Another possibility is that there is an accreting
source around the pulsar (e.g. a fossil disk formed by
fallback material after a supernova explosion), which may
supply the accretion mass.
The X-ray luminosity produced by accretion flow onto
the NS surface should be less than or equal to the observed
luminosity LX ' 10
33 erg s−1. This sets an upper limit on
the accretion rate of M˙ ≤ 1014 g s−1 assuming the radi-
ation efficiency is 10%. This upper limit becomes higher
when the flow is only accreting to a polar cap. As a re-
sult, we conclude that the accretion rate is likely in the
range of M˙ = 1012–1014 g s−1 when a mid-Z element in
the atmosphere is due to accretion.
10.1.3. Spectral energy distribution and deep optical
observation
In order to distinguish the pure mid-Z element atmo-
sphere and admixture atmosphere, deep optical obser-
vation are essential since the SED of light element at-
mospheres has a much higher flux in the optical band
compared to blackbody and heavy element atmospheres
(Pavlov et al. 1996). In addition, recent study of NS at-
mospheres with low accretion rates predicted an optical
excess as a signature of accretion flow (Zane et al. 2000).
Deep optical observations will help to answer the question
of how 1E1207.4-5209 maintains a mid-Z element in the
atmosphere.
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The current upper limit on the optical flux V > 25
(Mereghetti et al. 1996) is not stringent enough to draw
conclusions about the dominant atmospheric element. Fig-
ure 7 shows predicted optical spectra for a blackbody and
a Hydrogen-rich atmosphere. Their X-ray spectra are both
fit to the Chandra data. For the Hydrogen-rich atmosphere
case, we used a magnetic Hydrogen atmosphere model at
B = 1012 G (private communication with V.E. Zavlin). A
Hydrogen-rich atmosphere has about two orders of mag-
nitude higher flux than a blackbody in the optical band.
Heavy element atmospheres (e.g. Iron) have an SED close
to a blackbody (Rajagopal et al. 1997). On the other hand,
Mid-Z atmosphere will have an optical flux somewhere be-
tween the values of a blackbody and Hydrogen-rich atmo-
spheres.
10.2. Pulsar spin-down mechanism
Spectroscopy provides a measurement of magnetic field
which is independent of that provided by NS timing stud-
ies. The magnetic fields obtained from spectroscopy,
B = (0.6–1.1)× 1012 G, are close to the values estimated
from P and P˙ : B = (2–4) × 1012 G (Sanwal et al. 2002;
Mereghetti et al. 2002). The observable from P and P˙ is a
magnetic moment (∼ BR3) and the above magnetic field
strength from the NS spin parameters was deduced by as-
suming R = 10 km. Therefore, the discrepancy in the two
methods can be removed when the NS radius is slightly
larger than 10 km. Indeed, recent Chandra observation
of the X-ray transient source Aquila X-1 measured its ap-
parent radius R∞ = 15.9+0.8
−2.9 km (Rutledge et al. 2002),
yielding an actual NS radius larger than 10 km when we
adopt the redshift derived from the Oxygen line model
(z ∼ 0.06–0.21).
One of the puzzles as pointed out by Pavlov et al.
(2002b) is the discrepancy between the age of the super-
nova remnant (∼ 7 kyrs) (Roger et al. 1988) and the age of
the pulsar estimated from the canonical dipole-field spin-
down model (∼ 200–700 kyrs). A similar problem of age
discrepancy was found in several recently-discovered INS
(Torii et al. 1999). The age discrepancy prompted a hy-
pothesis that the pulsar is not associated with the sur-
rounding supernova remnant (Pavlov et al. 2002b). How-
ever, association of 1E1207.4-5209 with the supernova
remnant is likely, based on recent HI observations (Gia-
cani et al. 2000). We consider two scenarios to account
for the age discrepancy; slow initial spin period or fast
spin-down mechanism.
10.2.1. Pulsar with slow initial spin period?
Initial spin periods of NS (P0) were thought to be ∼ 10
ms. When we adopt P0 ∼ 10 ms, the braking index (n)
becomes larger than 1000 for the case of 1E1207.4-5209 as-
suming that its age is ∼ 7 kyrs. There is no physical model
to produce such large braking indices. On the other hand,
when we assume n = 3 which corresponds to dipole radi-
ation spin-down, the initial spin period must be close to
the current value as suggested by Pavlov et al. (2002b) and
Mereghetti et al. (2002). P0 ∼ 0.4 s is much larger than
the canonical values observed for some radio pulsars. How-
ever, several statistical studies show that pulsars could be
born with spin periods slower than 0.1 sec (Emmering &
Chevalier 1989; Narayan & Ostriker 1990). As these stud-
ies and recent X-ray observations suggest, 1E1207.4-5209
may be a pulsar born with a long spin period. Future
X-ray observations may resolve the problem by measuring
the 2nd period derivative to determine a braking index.
10.2.2. Propeller effects as fast pulsar spin-down
mechanism?
If 1E1207.4-5209 was born with a fast spin period, it re-
quires a fast spin-down mechanism other than energy loss
by dipole-field radiation. An alternative spin-down sce-
nario is the propeller effect in which case a pulsar loses
its angular momentum via interaction with a surrounding
disk.
Recently a fossil disk model was proposed to account for
fast spin-down of anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) (Chat-
terjee et al. 2000; Alpar 2001; Marsden et al. 2001). A
disk is formed by fallback material after a supernova ex-
plosion. The propeller effect operates when a pulsar spins
fast enough so that it expels falling material from the fossil
disk. An efficient propeller mechanism spins down a pul-
sar to a period ∼ 1–10 sec within ∼ 103 years and produce
an AXP (Chatterjee et al. 2000).
This scenario can be coupled with the admixture at-
mosphere scenario we discussed in §10.1.2. The propeller
allows a small accretion flow to the NS surface while the
bulk of the accretion flow is expelled outside the magneto-
sphere. Excess emission in the optical band was predicted
from the fossil disk (Perna et al. 2000). A propeller model
was also applied to account for the optical spectra of the
radio pulsar PSR 0656+14 (Perna et al. 2000). Future
deep optical observations will shed light on the spin-down
mechanism of 1E1207.4-5209.
10.3. Nuclear equation of state inside the neutron star
Determination of NS masses and radii directly probes
the nuclear EOS inside the NS. Recently, several observa-
tions put constraints on the NS EOS from determination
of NS masses in X-ray binaries (Thorsett & Chakrabarty
1999), glitches in the Vela pulsar (Link et al. 1999),
KHz quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) from NS binaries
(Zhang et al. 1997; Miller et al. 1998), X-ray burst oscilla-
tions (Nath et al. 2002) and measurement of NS radii from
X-ray transients (Rutledge et al. 2001, 2002).
The first attempt to constrain a NS EOS by X-ray spec-
troscopy of INS was recently performed on the nearest INS
RXJ 1856-3754 (Drake et al. 2002; Pons et al. 2002; Braje
& Romani 2002). Several different conclusions were made
based on deep Chandra observations. Drake et al. (2002)
proposed the possibility of a strange quark star while Braje
& Romani (2002) and Walter & Lattimer (2002) suggested
a normal NS indicating hard EOS.
Here we present implications for the nuclear EOS for
1E1207.4-5209 from the gravitational redshift we measured
(z ∝ M/R where M is NS mass and R is NS radius). Al-
though 1E1207.4-5209 may not represent the whole class
of NS EOS, it is intriguing to examine what mass-radius
region the measured redshift suggests.
10.3.1. What does the measured gravitational redshift tell
us about NS equation of state?
We discuss how the measured redshift from the Oxy-
gen and Neon line models constrain the NS EOS. The
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gravitational redshift derived from the Oxygen line model
(z = 0.06–0.21) does not rule out any of the hard and soft
nuclear EOSs or exotic models including strange quark
stars (referring to mass-radius diagram in Lattimer &
Prakash (2001); Haensel (2001); Heiselberg (2002)). See
figure 8 for the mass-radius region allowed by the derived
redshift range. When we assume the canonical NS mass
M = 1.4M, the redshift yields a NS radius R = 13–37
km and apparent radius R∞ = 16–39 km. The redshift
for the Oxygen line model is also consistent with all the
previous observational constraints (Miller et al. 1998; Link
et al. 1999; Nath et al. 2002; Braje & Romani 2002).
On the other hand, the high redshift from the Neon
line model (z = 0.62–0.86) is inconsistent with all the ex-
isting models for hard EOS and strange quark stars (fig-
ure 8). The redshift corresponds to R = 5.8–6.7 km and
R∞ = 10.8–10.9 km for M = 1.4M. Only extreme re-
gions in the mass-radius curves of soft EOSs are allowed.
We note that the M–R region allowed by the Neon line
model is excluded by the glitch model for the Vela pulsar
(Link et al. 1999) and X-ray burst oscillations (Nath et al.
2002), provided that these NSs have comparable properties
to 1E1207.4-5209. Recently, Cottam et al. (2002) claimed
a measurement of gravitational redshift in the NS binary
EXO0748-676. It is not clear why their gravitational red-
shift (z = 0.35) is not consistent with our results for either
the Oxygen or Neon case. One possible explanation for the
discrepancy is that EXO0748-676 may have heavier mass
than isolated NSs due to accretion.
Previously, quite a few NSs in binary systems turned
out to have masses tightly distributed around 1.4M
(Thorsett & Chakrabarty 1999). In addition, Kaminker
et al. (2002) claimed that the mass of 1E1207.4-5209 is
1.4–1.5M from an approach using NS cooling curves.
They adopted the surface temperature derived from a
Hydrogen atmosphere and the supernova age. Also,
there are substantial theoretical works on the maximum
NS mass (Heiselberg & Hjorth-Jensen 1999; Glendenning
2001) since the pioneering work by Oppenheimer & Volkoff
(1939). The most stringent upper limit on NS mass is
1.56M from the observational constraints of SN 1987A
(Bethe & Brown 1995) and 1.5–1.7M from theoretical
constraints (Glendenning 2001). If the maximum NS mass
is 1.7M, Neon is firmly ruled out since there is no EOS
consistent with the redshift derived from the Neon line
model. Therefore the observed features are due to Oxy-
gen in the atmosphere.
Furthermore, if the NS mass is near the canonical value
of 1.4M, there are several important implications for
EOS of 1E1207.4-5209. The redshift derived from the Oxy-
gen line model strongly suggests a hard EOS for 1E1207.4-
5209 as seen in figure 8. The reader should refer to table
1 in Lattimer & Prakash (2001) for labels for the EOS
curves. The large radius (R = 13–37 km) corresponding
to M = 1.4M excludes the strange quark star models and
soft EOSs (AP3, ENG, WFF1–3) which predict R = 10–
12 km in a wide range of NS masses. Only EOSs such
as MS0, MS1 (Mu¨ller & Serot 1996), GS (Glendenning
2001) and PS model (Pandharipande & Smith 1975) are
allowed at such large radii. These models have different
composition of NS interior such as neutron+proton (MS),
neutron+proton+Kaon (GS) and neutron+pion (PS). In
order to constrain the composition, we need better mea-
surement of the gravitational redshift by high energy reso-
lution data and another observable by X-ray spectroscopy
(see the following section). We also note that the M–R
region allowed by the Oxygen line model overlaps other
observational constraints (Heiselberg 2002). The large ra-
dius is consistent with the results of recent Chandra and
XMM-Newton observation of the Vela pulsar (Sanwal et al.
2001; Mori et al. 2002).
10.3.2. Toward determination of mass and radius of
1E1207.4-5209
One of the ultimate goals of NS physics is unique de-
termination of M and R from a single NS, which highly
constrains nuclear EOS for super-dense matter. Since
the gravitational redshift can be determined by the ob-
served spectral features, we need an additional observable
parameter. For 1E1207.4-5209, candidates are apparent
radius (R∞ = R(1 + z)) and gravitational acceleration
(g ∝ M/R2). We note that they are observable by X-ray
spectroscopy, although they require serious atmosphere
modeling.
The apparent radius is obtained through spectral fitting
to the continuum over the optical and X-ray band. It re-
quires full solution of radiative transfer equations in the
atmosphere. For instance, Rutledge et al. (2001, 2002)
determined apparent radius of bursting NS by fitting Hy-
drogen atmosphere models to thermal spectra in the X-ray
band. This measurement is based on the assumption that
the accreting NS has a low magnetic field, is covered by
Hydrogen and has thermal emission from the whole sur-
face.
However, for the case of 1E1207.4-5209, we do not know
whether thermal emission is from the whole surface or a
small polar cap region. When we fitted the Chandra data
with a blackbody, the apparent radius is R∞ = 1.1–3.4
km given that the distance to 1E1207.4-5209 is 1.3–3.9
kpc (Giacani et al. 2000). On the other hand, Mereghetti
et al. (2002) found that a Hydrogen atmosphere model
also fits the data well, yielding a larger radius R∞ = 7.8–
27.3 km. Therefore, in general, it is difficult to distinguish
the two cases solely from X-ray data (Pavlov et al. 1996)
and it requires additional information. For 1E1207.4-5209,
multi-wavelength spectral analysis over the optical and X-
ray band is the way to elucidate the dominant atmospheric
component (i.e. either Hydrogen or mid-Z element) as we
discussed in §10.1.3. We also note that precise distance
estimation is crucial to determining apparent radius.
The gravitational acceleration g is directly related to
photosphere density when the NS atmosphere is in hydro-
static equilibrium (Paerels 1997). Determination of pho-
tosphere density requires thorough understanding of non-
ideal effects in strongly-magnetized (anisotropic) plasmas.
It is a challenge to theoretical plasma physics since no ex-
perimental data is available for strongly-magnetized plas-
mas at B ∼ 1012 G. More specifically, the Inglis-Teller
criteria and Stark line profiles must be studied. The de-
gree of ionization can be used to probe the (ρ, T ) regime
from which the observed features are originated. They can
be an excellent density diagnostic tool when blended lines
are resolved by high spectral resolution data. Importantly,
this approach requires only high spectral resolution data.
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Unlike determination of the apparent radius, it is inde-
pendent of the size of emission region and distance to the
object.
10.4. Future observation and modeling
10.4.1. Observations
High resolution grating spectroscopy by Chandra and
XMM-Newton is required to reveal detailed line profiles.
Resolving blended lines leads to more accurate measure-
ment of magnetic field strength and gravitational redshift.
Also, any evidence of substructure will clarify the pres-
ence of other weaker transition lines or contributions from
H-like ions in the broad features.
Deep optical observation are essential to obtain the
global SED. It will help elucidate the dominant atmo-
spheric component and help assess whether the pulsar was
slowed down by propeller effects or was born with a long
spin period.
10.4.2. Neutron star atmosphere modeling
Future atmosphere modeling requires better under-
standing of density effects, especially for the strongly-
coupled plasma regime, taking into account anisotropy
caused by strong magnetic fields. Well-defined Inglis-
Teller criteria for strongly-magnetized plasmas could be
a potential density diagnostic once the broad features are
resolved by high resolution grating data. Detailed line
profiles will also improve our understanding of non-ideal
effects in strongly-magnetized plasma.
Eventually, the full radiative transfer problem must be
solved for non-hydrogenic atmospheres to obtain the global
SED. Predictions of the optical flux from mid-Z element
atmosphere models are needed.
We thank V.E. Zavlin for providing us with a mag-
netic Hydrogen atmosphere model. We are grateful to M.
Leutenegger and M. Sako for assistance with XSPEC.
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Fig. 1.— Chandra/ACIS spectrum. Solid line is a blackbody model to clearly illustrate the two absorption features.
Fig. 2.— Chandra/ACIS spectrum fitted with the edge (left) and the Gaussian line model (right). For the edge model, we assumed energy
dependence of the photo-absorption cross section to be σ(E) ∝ E−2 for the strong magnetic field case (Miller 1992). Other energy indices
such as 3 yield similar χ2
ν
values.
Fig. 3.— Pulse profile with 12 phase bins. The source region was extracted from a 2 arcsec circle.
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Fig. 4.— Phase-resolved spectra at four different phase intervals. A spectral fit by both the line and the edge model yields χ2
ν
= 1.5 for
φ = 0.4–0.6 spectrum due to several small wiggles. For the other phases, the line and the edge model both fit well (χ2
ν
= 1.0).
     
    













Fig. 5.— Grotrian diagram for strong transitions in the Landau regime (left) and a line spectrum of the Hydrogen atom in the X-ray range
at B = 4.7× 1012 G (right). Transition energies and oscillator strengths are adopted from Ruder et al. (1994). A group of various tight-loose
transition lines is divided according to different m. Note that oscillator strengths of tight-loose transitions decrease with larger ν (asymptonic
dependence at large ν is f ∝ (ν + 1)−3 (Ruder et al. 1994)).
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Fig. 6.— Edge (left) and line (right) energy ratio of He-like ions as a function of magnetic field strength. The top figures present the
feature energy ratios to illustrate condition (b). The bottom figures plot transition energies from (0, 0) state to illustrate condition (c). We
considered cases for neutral Helium (dashed line), He-like Oxygen (solid line) and Silicon (dotted-dashed line). Transitions are (0, 0) and
(1, 0) photo-absorption edge for the edge model and (0, 0), (1, 0) → (0, 1), (1, 0) and (0, 0), (1, 0) → (0, 0), (1, 1) absorption lines for the line
models. The grey areas indicate the measured ratio and energy. Note that feature energies are unredshifted and the grey areas are obtained
by the measured feature energy multiplied by a factor of (1 + z) with the range of z = 0.08–0.85 from the causality and stability conditions
(Lindblom 1984; Haensel et al. 1999). The black area shows the magnetic field range which satisfies both the feature energy ratio (top panel)
and transition energy consistent with the Chandra data (bottom panel). Only the Oxygen case satisfies both conditions among the three
elements presented in the figure. The lines in the right figure are cut off at high B where (1, 1) state is autoionized. Cut-off at lower B
indicates that the MCPH3 code provides inaccurate results.
Fig. 7.— Multi-wavelength spectrum for blackbody (solid line) and Hydrogen-rich atmosphere (dashed line). Both of them were fit to the




































Fig. 8.— Constraints from the measured gravitational redshift. Refer to table 1 in Lattimer & Prakash (2001) for labels for the EOS curves.
Solid curves are for hard EOS and dashed curves are for soft EOS. EOSs for strange quark stars are shown as dotted curves. Dark and light
gray areas are the M–R regime allowed by the measured gravitational redshift for Oxygen and Neon case respectively.
Table 1
Results from spectral fitting by the three models.
Edge Gaussian Lorentzian
kT∞ [eV] 269± 2 254± 2 254± 2
NH [10
20cm−2] 4.5± 0.3 4.6± 0.3 5.1± 0.4
R∞ [km] a 1.68± 0.04 1.80± 0.05 1.91± 0.07
E1 [eV] 626± 5 737± 6 737± 6
τ1
b 0.60± 0.05 0.46± 0.03 0.57± 0.03
EW1 [eV] 338± 28 119± 10 327± 27
E2 [eV] 1298± 10 1424± 10 1430± 10
τ2
b 0.54± 0.05 0.47± 0.04 0.55± 0.05
EW2 [eV] 637± 53 115± 10 199± 17
line (edge) ratio 2.07± 0.03 1.93± 0.03 1.94± 0.03
χ2ν
c 1.07 1.01 1.10
aWe assumed distance to the supernova remnant PKS
1209-51 to be ∼ 2.1 kpc (Giacani et al. 2000).
bOptical depth of edges and lines.
c142 degrees of freedom.
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Table 2
(Unredshifted) line energies for H, He and Li-like Oxygen and Neon.
Ion (0, 0) → (0, 1) (1, 0)→ (1, 1) (2, 0) → (2, 1)
O VIII 1672
O VII 1616 839.6
O VI 1566 808.9 559.4
Ne X 2494
Ne IX 2429 1256
Ne VIII 2370 1219 847.4
Note. — Magnetic field strengths are B = 6.5 × 1011 G
(Oxygen) and B = 9.0× 1011 G (Neon).
Table 3
Candidates for elements and magnetic field strengths.
Case Ion Features B12 Redshift Pressure shift?
A O VII E+E 0.10–0.12 0.00–0.03 No
A O VII L+L 0.55–0.75 0.06–0.21 No
A Ne IX E+E 0.18–0.20 0.56–0.57 Yes
A Ne IX L+L 0.80–1.10 0.62–0.86 No
B C VI E+C 0.21–0.22 0.70-0.73 No
B N VII L+C 0.13–0.14 0.10–0.13 No
B O VIII L+C 0.18-0.19 0.45-0.49 No
C O VII, O VIII L+L+E 0.55–0.75 0.06–0.21 No
C Ne IX, Ne X L+L+E 0.80–1.10 0.62–0.86 No
C Ne IX E+E+C 0.26–0.28 0.59–0.60 Yes
Note. — Range in B and z includes error in the measured line (edge) ratio
(1.5%) and error in atomic data (1%).
Table 4
Check list for plausibility of all the models.
Case Ions Features Cyclotron line? Pressure shift? Redshift Width Plausibility
A O VII E+E Yes Yes No ? ×
A O VII L+L No No OK OK X
A Ne IX E+E Yes Yes OK ? ?
A Ne IX L+L No No OK OK X
B C VI E+C Yes No OK ? ?
B N VII L+C Yes No OK ? ?
B O VIII L+C Yes No OK ? ?
C O VII, O VIII L+L+E No Yes OK OK X
C Ne IX, Ne X L+L+E No Yes OK OK X
C Ne IX E+E+C Yes No OK ? ?
Note. — E - photo-absorption edge, L - photo-absorption line and C - cyclotron line
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Table 5
Final state configuration of tight-loose transitions in He-like Oxygen and Neon.
Line Final state (m1, ν1), (m2, ν2)
a1 (0, 1), (1, 0)
a2 (1, 2), (1, 0)
a3 (0, 3), (1, 0)
a4 (1, 4), (1, 0)
b1 (0, 0), (1, 1)
b2 (0, 0), (0, 2)
b3 (0, 0), (2, 2)
b4 (0, 0), (1, 3)
Note. — Initial state configuration is
(0, 0), (1, 0) (ground state).
Table 6
(Unredshifted) Edge energies for H-like and neutral Helium.
Ion B [G] E00 [eV] E10 [eV] E20 [eV] E01 [eV]
He II 1.4× 1014 1692 856.4 268.3 57.60
He II 1.7× 1014 1767 833.0 133.5 58.70
He I 1.4× 1014 1093 458.9
He I 1.7× 1014 1137 459.2
Note. — (1, 1) state is autoionized due to the finite nuclear mass
effect. Edge energy ratio is 1.98 and 2.12 for B = 1.4× 1014 G and
1.7× 1014 G.
